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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Public education is under siege in America. Leaders in 
business, industry, government, and education are calling 
for wholesale changes in American schools. A l  Shanker, 
President of the American Federation of Teachers, predicted 
that public education as we know it will not last more than 
5 to 10 years if educators do not make fundamental changes 
(1988). President Bush held an Education Summit in 1989,  
only the second time a United States president had met with 
the nation's governors to discuss education issues (Lepley, 
1989). 
The current call for school reform began in 1983 with A 
Nation at Risk. At least 38 other reports were critical of 
public schools. A Nation at Risk warned that "the 
educational foundations of our society are presently being 
eroded by a rising tide of mediocrity that threatens our 
very future as a Nation and a people" (The National 
Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983, p. 3). Reports 
made over 250 recommendations about principals, teachers, 
curriculum, equity, school-business partnerships, parent 
involvement, funding, school organization, instruction, and 
support services (Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, 
1987). 
More recent reports have continued to criticize public 
schools. U . S .  Education Secretary Lauro Cavazos said he was 
"disappointed in the performance of education nationally" 
and called student performance in this country "stagnant" 
(Iowa Association of School Boards, 1989, p. 1). A report 
by the Center for Policy Research in Education contained 
"doubts" about the "rigor and challenge of new academic 
courses" after the era of education reform (cited in '"oubts 
Linger," 1989, p. 1). 
Teacher performance and salary have been under 
scrutiny. The authors of A Nation at Risk (The National 
Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983) recommended 
that salary, promotion, tenure, and retention decisions "be 
tied to an effective evaluation system that includes peer 
review so that superior teachers can be rewarded, average 
ones encouraged, and poor ones either improved or 
terminated" (p. 16). The authors also recommended that 
"career ladders distinguish among the beginning instructor, 
the experienced teacher, and the master teacher" and that 
contracts be extended to 11 months (The National Commission 
on Excellence in Education, 1983, p. 16). Other national 
reports recommended developing a national master teacher 
program, exploring approaches other than merit pay, 
rewarding teachers for outstanding performance, and offering 
financial incentives for different levels of responsibility 
(Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, 1987). 
The quality of the teaching profession has been 
questioned. As early as 1983 Ernest Boyer warned that the 
teaching profession was weakened by a leveling off of 
salaries and a lack of a career ladder. He observed that to 
"get ahead" in teaching, a person had to leave the classroom 
(p. 7). The National Governors Association expressed 
concern about whether the teaching profession is able "to 
attract and keep able teachers." A report by The National 
Governors Association, Time for Results, contained 11 
recommendations, including using career ladders, as a way to 
'"redesign the structure of the teaching career by increasing 
levels of responsibility and compensation" (cited in 
Bobbitt, 1989, p. 10). A number of states established a 
Master's degree requirement in an attempt to improve 
teaching (Knapp, McNergney, Herbert, & York, 1990). 
In 1984 an in-depth study of Iowa's education system 
was conducted by the Excellence in Education Task Force at 
the request of the Legislative Council. The Teaching 
Quality Subcommittee recommended that the Department of 
Public Instruction develop models for a state career ladder 
system in which salary would be "commensurate with the 
training, skills, and responsibilities required in the 
professionl"p. 36). Noting "negative experience and lack 
of research on merit pay plans," the Subcommittee 
recommended "further study, research and experimentation 
into merit pay and other alternative methods of compensating 
educators" (p. 36). 
In 1987 a task force assembled by The Iowa Association 
of School Boards recommended that school districts provide 
additional salary to teachers based on superior work or 
additional responsibility (Iowa Association of School 
Boards, 1987). The authors also recommended that assessment 
of teacher performance should be a continuous process and 
part of a comprehensive plan for professional growth. 
The Iowa legislature enacted the Educational Excellence 
Program in 1987 to improve both the performance and salaries 
of Iowa's teachers. The goal of Phase 111, funded at $41 
million, was to enhance the quality, effectiveness, and 
performance of Iowa's teachers through performance-based and 
supplemental pay plans (State of Iowa, Chapter 2 9 4 A ,  1987). 
Many Iowa school districts developed performance-based 
Phase 111 plans in which teachers could earn additional 
salary through meeting or exceeding district standards for 
performance evaluation. However, many plans were structured 
so that teachers with more experience and more formal 
education could earn the maximum amount while teachers with 
the same evaluation ratings but less experience and formal 
education could earn a lesser amount (Eckles, personal 
correspondence, January, 1990). This practice continued the 
prevalent reward structure in which teachers with more 
experience and formal education received higher salaries 
than teachers with less experience and less formal 
education. Little or no data were available supporting or 
refuting the value placed on experience and formal education 
as criteria in Phase 111 performance-based pay plans 
(Eckles, personal correspondence, January, 1990). 
Calls for change in public education and the teaching 
profession are widespread and persistent. Ways to improve 
teaching performance and the teaching profession are not 
readily apparent, and reports have advocated numerous 
approaches. This study is one response to the call to 
improve teaching performance and the teaching profession. 
Statement of the Problem 
In an effort to improve teaching performance and the 
teaching profession, school reform advocates have called for 
changes in the methods used to determine teacher salaries. 
Teacher salaries in most districts are determined by teacher 
experience and formal education. This practice has been 
widespread since the 1950s (Needham, 1982). Knienapfel 
(1984) reported that approximately 96% of school districts 
used teaching experience and formal education as the 
criteria for teacher salaries in the early 1980s. Teachers 
with the fewest years of experience and a Bachelor's degree 
earn the least salary. Teachers with the most years of 
teaching experience and advanced degrees earn the highest 
salaries. 
Teacher performance is typically evaluated by a 
building administrator on a regular schedule. As long as 
teacher performance generally meets the district's 
standards, teacher salary is determined by experience and 
formal education. 
The purpose of this study was to determine the 
relationships between teaching performance and experience 
and formal education. Teaching performance was determined 
by evaluation ratings by building administrators. High- 
performance teachers were compared to low-performance 
teachers in experience and formal education to determine if 
evaluation ratings are positively associated with experience 
and formal education. 
Siqnificance of the Study 
If teacher evaluation ratings are positively associated 
with teacher experience and formal education, then the 
present reward system would tend to be supported. If the 
high-performance teachers are those with more experience and 
formal education, then using experience and formal education 
as salary determination criteria would tend to be supported. 
If, however, low-performance teachers have as much 
experience and formal education as high-performance 
teachers, then the present reward system would appear to be 
insupportable. 
If teacher evaluation ratings are not associated with 
experience and formal education, then a continuation of the 
present reward system would be more difficult to justify. 
Results from this study may be useful in an assessment of 
the strengths and weaknesses of the present teacher reward 
sys tern. 
Limitations 
First, the generalizability of the results to other 
districts may be limited due to the unique characteristics 
of the district under study. The district is described in 
Chapter 3. 
A second limitation of the study is the definition of 
experience. District policy sets a cap on the maximum 
number of years of experience the district recognizes when a 
teacher is hired. For example, if a teacher were hired with 
10 years of experience, the teacher would be credited with 
only 8 years of experience, the maximum. Experience in a 
setting outside a recognized public or private school would 
not be reflected in number of years of experience. 
Experience other than that recognized by the district may be 
influencing evaluation ratings more than is apparent in this 
study . 
A third limitation of the study is the definition of 
formal education. Formal education is defined as formal 
education recognized by the school district. A teacher may 
participate in staff development training without receiving 
college credit, may have taken college credit courses 
without having received prior approval from the school 
district, may have earned a degree without approval or prior 
approval from the school district, or may have had other 
experiences which are not formally recognized as education 
by the school district. Education other than that 
recognized by the district may be influencing evaluation 
ratings more than is apparent in this study. 
A fourth limitation of the study is an absence of 
current data about the validity of the ratings obtained from 
the evaluation instrument. 
A fifth limitation of the study is that reliability 
data for the evaluation ratings used in this study are not 
available. 
Delimitations 
Due to the unique nature of the evaluation instrument, 
this study is Limited to secondary teachers in selected 
subject areas in one school district. 
Assumptions 
The following assumptions are commonly made by school 
districts using instruments to evaluate teacher performance: 
1. The evaluation instrument can be used to 
discriminate among degrees of effective teaching 
behaviors. 
2. There is consistency among evaluators. 
3. There is consistency within evaluators, i.e., the 
same standard applies to each teacher. 
4. Each criterion in the evaluation instrument is 
equal in importance to the others. 
5. Criteria comprising the evaluation instrument 
represent performance standards of the district. 
6. Criteria used for the evaluation instrument are 
related to effective instruction. 
7. The evaluator's ratings represent a valid measure 
of a teacher' s performance. 
8. Each appraiser followed all evaluation procedures, 
including conducting the pre-conference and the 
observation, completing the evaluation form, and 
meeting with the teacher in the post-conference. 
Definition of Terms 
Criteria are the characteristics, behaviors, or 
outcomes upon which judgments are made about a teacher's 
performance . 
Education is the formal education of the teacher 
recognized by the district. Qualifying college courses, 
workshops, and degrees are determined by the school 
district. Prior approval must be received. This study 
grouped teachers into two categories by education: those 
who had not earned a recognized Master's degree and those 
who had. 
Evaluation instrument is composed of the criteria upon 
which teachers were evaluated during the period of the 
study . 
Evaluation system is the set of procedures used to 
evaluate teacher performance. The procedures include a 
pre-conference between the administrator and teacher, the 
classroom observation by the administrator, and the 
post-conference between the administrator and the teacher. 
Evaluators are building-level administrators 
responsible for making periodic judgments about the 
performance of teachers. 
Experience is the number of years of teaching 
experience the school district recognizes. School district 
policy provides guidelines for recognizing partial and 
part-time experience. 
Formative evaluations are the observations and data 
gathered to promote improvement rather than to make 
personnel decisions. (See summative evaluations.) 
Merit pay is a method of determining teacher salary 
based on periodic assessments of the teacher's performance. 
Reliability is the extent to which teacher evaluation 
ratings are consistent across time. 
Summative evaluations are the performance ratings upon 
which personnel decisions such as compensation, tenure, and 
re-employment are made. 
Validity is the degree to which an evaluation 
instrument measures what it purports to measure. 
Summary 
The demands for school reform are strong and pervasive. 
A frequent call is to link teacher performance to salary. 
Presently, the years of teaching experience and amount of 
formal education determine salary. Although teachers are 
evaluated regularly, salary is not dependent upon evaluation 
ratings. As long as teachers meet the school district's 
minimum expectations on the evaluation instrument, salary 
increments are determined by years of experience and amount 
of formal education recognized by the district. 
The purpose of this study is to determine if teacher 
experience and formal education are associated with 
evaluation ratings. The results of the study can be used in 
making policy decisions about restructuring the teaching 
profession. School reform efforts in Iowa, as well as in 
other states, can be strengthened by examining present 
practice and basing reform efforts on a sound rationale. 
Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Reports such as A Nation at Risk (The National 
Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983) and Time for 
Results (cited in Bobbitt, 1989) recommended revising 
teacher compensation systems to recognize performance. Most 
school districts use teaching experience and formal 
education as the criteria for salary determination rather 
than using measures of performance. 
This review of literature begins with an historical 
description of salary determination methods prior to today's 
use of experience and formal education. The advantages and 
disadvantages of using experience and formal education are 
described. Although merit-pay plans have been supported in 
the past, controversy over teacher evaluation has prevented 
their continued success. Finally, research studies which 
attempted to determine the relationships between evaluation 
ratings and experience and formal education are discussed. 
Review of the Research 
Early Methods to Reward Teachers 
Prior to the Civil War, teacher salaries were 
negotiated individually. Teacher salary was dependent upon 
s c h o o l  b o a r d  p r e f e r e n c e s  and  t h e  t e a c h e r ' s  n e g o t i a t i o n  
s k i l l s  r a t h e r  t h a n  on  t e a c h e r  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s ,  t e a c h i n g  
p e r f o r m a n c e ,  o r  s t u d e n t  l e a r n i n g  ( L o r t i e ,  1975;  Needham, 
1 9 8 2 ) .  
I n  t h e  e a r l y  t w e n t i e t h  c e n t u r y ,  t e a c h e r  s a l a r y  was 
d e t e r m i n e d  b y  t h e  g r a d e - l e v e l  t a u g h t ,  g e n d e r ,  ro le ,  a n d  
e x p e r i e n c e  o f  t e a c h e r s .  Us ing  Newark, New Jersey's p r a c t i c e  
i n  1 9 1 7  a s  a n  example ,  Needham ( 1 9 8 2 )  r e p o r t e d  t h a t  h i g h  
s c h o o l  t e a c h e r s  e a r n e d  t w i c e  t h a t  of e l e m e n t a r y  teachers;  
s a l a r i e s  f o r  men w e r e  20% t o  2 5 %  h i g h e r  t h a n  women i n  t h e  
same p o s i t i o n s ;  some p o s i t i o n s  w e r e  open o n l y  t o  men; a n d  a  
t e a c h e r  w a s  n o t  e n t i t l e d  t o  a d d i t i o n a l  s a l a r y  a f t e r  s i x  
y e a r s  o f  e x p e r i e n c e .  The t e a c h i n g  p r o f e s s i o n  o f f e r e d  l i t t l e  
i n c e n t i v e  f o r  s e l f - i m p r o v e m e n t  d u e  t o  t h e  c o m b i n a t i o n  o f  low 
s a l a r y  and  l i t t l e  e x p e c t a t i o n  of  a n y t h i n g  b e t t e r  (Needham, 
1 9 8 2 ) .  
From 1900  t o  1920,  t h e  number o f  male t e a c h e r s  
d e c l i n e d .  World War I o f f e r e d  t e a c h e r s ,  e s p e c i a l l y  women, 
t h e  c h a n c e  t o  o b t a i n  government  j o b s  a t  up  t o  t w i c e  t h e  pay  
t h e y  h a d  b e e n  r e c e i v i n g .  To a l l e v i a t e  t h e  r e s u l t i n g  
s h o r t a g e  i n  t e a c h e r  s u p p l y ,  t h e  N a t i o n a l  E d u c a t i o n  
A s s o c i a t i o n  ( N E A )  Committee on t h e  Emergency i n  E d u c a t i o n  
recommended i n  1920 t h a t  d i s t r i c t s  pay  t e a c h e r s  " o n  t h e  
b a s i s  o f  e d u c a t i o n ,  p r o f e s s i o n a l  t r a i n i n g ,  and  s u c c e s s f u l  
e x p e r i e n c e "  (Needham, 1 9 8 2 ) .  
Use of Experience and Education to Determine Salaries 
The earliest report of experience and education being 
used to determine teacher salaries was in 1917 (Needham, 
1982). Between I920 and 1950, districts increasingly used 
experience and formal education as the factors to determine 
salaries (Tecker, 1985). According to a 1924 NEA survey, 
20% of large school districts were using experience and 
education as the factors to determine salaries. By 1948, 
95% of large school districts were using experience and 
education rather than level taught, responsibility, or 
gender (Needham, 1982). By far the most prevalent factors 
for teacher compensation in recent years have been a 
teacher's experience and education (Castetter, 1981; Center 
for Public Sector Labor Relations, 1985). 
Although using experience and education to determine 
teacher salaries has been widespread, writers have pointed 
out its advantages and disadvantages. 
Advantaqes in Usins Experience and Education to Determine 
Salary 
Using experience and education as criteria to determine 
teacher salaries offered these advantages: 
1. Women can earn salaries equal to men (Needham, 
1982). 
2. Elementary teachers can earn salaries equal to 
secondary teachers (Needham, 1982). 
3. Salary determination is easy to understand, 
administer, and utilize in budget preparation 
(Castetter, 1981). 
4. By rewarding experience, the teaching force is 
stabilized (Needham, 1982). 
5. By rewarding formal education, the teaching force 
is professionalized (Needham, 1982). 
6. Teachers are paid according to objective standards, 
thereby reducing conflict and avoiding 
embarrassment (Lortie, 1975). 
Although using experience and education as the criteria to 
determine teacher salaries reduced inequities, stabilized 
the teaching force, and was easy to administer, the practice 
has also been subject to criticism. 
Disadvantaqes in Usinq Experience and Education to Determine 
Salaries 
The use of experience and education as criteria for 
salary determination has been criticized on the following 
grounds : 
1. The assumption that teacher effectiveness increases 
with experience and education may simply not be 
true (Castetter, 1981). 
2. A 1 1  teaching positions may not be equal in 
importance and responsibility (Castetter, 1981). 
3. The practice fails to motivate teachers to achieve 
high levels of performance (Lortie, 1975). 
4. Salary increases are virtually automatic and do 
not primarily depend on performance appraisal 
(Castetter, 1981). 
5. The system encourages teachers to prepare for 
administrative positions (Lortie, 1975). 
6. The power of the school board in determining 
salary is limited (Lortie, 1975). 
7. Recruitment rather than retention has been favored 
(Lortie, 1975). 
8. Administrative influence is limited since the 
teacher's salary is not dependent upon evaluation 
by the administrator (Lortie, 1975). 
9. Since administrative influence is limited, teacher 
individualism has been encouraged (Lortie, 1975). 
10. Using such rigid criteria as experience and 
education encourages teachers to leave education 
for fields with more attractive reward structures 
(Castetter, 1981). 
11. Compensation is a function not of expertise and 
level of responsibility but of time on the job 
(Tecker, 1985). 
12. Paying teachers according to their experience and 
education is likely to continue the preponderance 
of women in classroom teaching (Lortie, 1 9 7 5 ) .  
Attempts to Pay Teachers Accordinq to their Performance 
The call to revise teacher compensation systems to 
recognize performance is not a new idea. Travers (1981) 
reported a payment-by-results system begun in England in the 
late Victorian period. The system was based on the 
assumption that teachers, rather than students, were 
responsible for student achievement. Teacher salary was 
based on the results of annual student achievement tests 
administered by school inspectors. Travers reported that 
"the system corrupted the entire educational program" and 
these schools "came to represent the worst educational 
program of any civilized country' (p. 17). 
In the United States, an early effort to link teacher 
performance to salary was begun in Kansas City, Missouri, in 
1904. Teachers were required to pass yearly examinations in 
order to earn an annual salary increase. The testing 
program required that teachers increase their knowledge and 
skill in the theory and practice of education, as well as in 
history and philosophy (Guernsey, 1986). 
Guernsey (1986) reported one school district in 1909 
used teaching experience and instructional improvement to 
determine teacher salaries. In this merit pay plan, 
teachers were able to pass through four stages which were 
very similar to career ladders. In moving through the 
stages, the teacher received substantial supervision, 
prepared and defended an extensive essay to the school 
board, completed a written examination, and completed 
college courses (Guernsey, 1986). 
Castetter (1981) and Robinson (1983) reported on 
attempts in the United States to link teacher performance 
and salary, typically termed merit pay. After reaching its 
peak in the 1920sr merit pay decreased in the 1930s and 
1940s as the use of experience and education increased. 
Knienapfel (1984) reported that interest in merit pay 
increased in the 1960s, when approximately 10% of school 
districts used a merit pay plan. By the late 1970s, 
however, use of merit pay plans again declined, when only 1% 
of districts used a merit or incentive pay plan fPorwoll, 
cited in Educational Research Service [ E R S ] ,  1988). The 
1988 ERS Survey found that interest has increased again in 
the 1980s. By 1988 over 9% of responding school districts 
used their teacher evaluation results for incentive pay 
increments and another 20% used evaluation results for 
promotion in career ladder programs (Educational Research 
Service, 1988). 
Merit pay plans typically based teacher salary on 
teaching experience, education, additional duties, and 
performance evaluation (Tecker, 1985). Although using 
teaching experience and education as factors continued past 
practice, using extra work, harder work, or more important 
work added new factors to teacher salaries. The most 
controversial aspect of merit-pay plans, however, was using 
judgments about teaching performance as a factor in salary 
increases (Tecker, 1985). 
Castetter (1981) and Robinson (1983) identified teacher 
evaluation as the primary cause of failure of merit pay 
plans. Researchers identified these specific reasons for 
the failure of merit pay plans: 
1. Lack of knowledge of what constitutes quality 
instruction (Lortie, 1975) 
2. Lack of ability to measure teaching performance, 
specifically the fairness, validity, and 
reliability of evaluation procedures (Lortie, 1975; 
Robinson, 1983) 
3. Damaged teacher morale (Lortie, 1975; Robinson, 
1983) 
4. Administrative problems (Robinson, 1983) 
5. Arbitrary distinctions (Robinson, 1983) 
6. Inadequate financial incentives (Robinson, 1983) 
7. Lack of definition of superior results (Robinson, 
1983) 
8. Inability to measure results (Robinson, 1983) 
Tecker (1985) reported that the two teacher unions, the 
National Education Association (NEA) and the American 
Federation of Teachers, have opposed using factors other 
than experience and education to determine teacher salaries, 
arguing that excellence in teaching cannot be defined and 
rewarded (Tecker, 1985). The NEA has supported using 
experience and education arguing that they provide 
foreseeable increments and use the "two most objective 
factors related to teaching abilities" (NEA, 1985, p. 1 3 ) .  
The NEA identified these problems when evaluation of 
performance affects salary: (a) difficulty in determining 
who receives merit pay; (b) insufficient data to support 
evaluation; (c) subjective evaluation; and (d) inconsistency 
among evaluators (NEA, 1985). 
In contrast to teachers' unions, teachers and the 
general public have expressed support for new methods of 
determining teacher salaries (Cornett, 1989; Tecker, 1985). 
In a national poll of teachers conducted by The American 
School Board J o u r n a l ,  over 69% of the statistically 
representative sample believed that effectiveness should be 
considered along with experience and education in 
determining their salary (Tecker, 1985). According to the 
Gallup Poll, more than 8 of 1 0  Americans favor salary 
increases for teachers who prove themselves particularly 
capable. This is a higher percentage than the Poll showed 
five years ago (Cornett, 1989). 
Castetter (1981) stated that much remains to be done to 
improve methods for appraising the performance of personnel, 
especially teaching effectiveness. He cautioned, however, 
it would be a mistake to assume that obstacles to rewarding 
performance are so great that they can never be overcome. 
Teacher Evaluation 
Nearly all educators agree that teacher evaluation is 
desirable (McGreal, 1983). According to McGreal, 
difficulties arise with evaluation not because of its 
general purposes, but from the way evaluation is carried 
out. According to the Educational Research Service (1988), 
a comprehensive teacher evaluation system should serve three 
major purposes: 
1. To ensure that all teachers are at least minimally 
competent 
2. To improve the performance of competent teachers 
3. To identify and recognize the performance of 
outstanding teachers 
Robinson (1983) and Castetter (1981) identified these 
characteristics as required in an effective evaluation 
system: 
1. The criteria are significant and directly related 
to the organization's goals. 
2. The same results are shown in different instances, 
e-g., the evaluation results are reliable. 
3 .  The instrument measures what it purports to 
measure, e.g., the instrument is valid. 
4. The evaluation is unbiased. 
5. The evaluation procedures are practical. 
6. The procedures are implemented by trained 
management. 
Darling-Hammond, Wise, and Pease (1983) described seven 
methods to assess teacher competence, performance, or 
effectiveness: teacher interviews, competency tests, 
indirect measures, classroom observation, student ratings, 
peer review, student achievement, and faculty self- 
evaluation. Darling-Hamrnond et al. described teacher 
characteristics such as training and experience as examples 
of indirect measures which are "linked to teacher salary and 
promotion opportunities and, implicitly, to teacher 
evaluation" ( p .  306). 
Darling-Hammond et al. (1983) described teacher 
evaluation models which differed in their philosophical 
base, goals, and procedures. Since evaluation is 
value-laden and must be suitable for the situation, 
Darling-Hammond et al. emphasized that "any kind of 
evaluation activity involves value choices--and 
conflicts--at all levels of the operating system" ( p .  312). 
Travers (1981) cautioned that "there is no single simple 
method of evaluating teaching effectiveness, because there 
is no single concept of what the teacher should be 
undertaking in the classroom" (Travers, p. 14). 
Finally, Darling-Hammond et al. (1983) described a 
defensible evaluation process as one that allows schools to 
balance these four goals: sort teachers, maintain staff 
morale, maintain organizational integrity, and promote 
incremental change. Epstein (1985) pointed out the need for 
fair and comprehensive evaluation standards regardless of 
whether the results are used for merit pay or for 
professional development. 
Because of the difficulties experienced in implementing 
a merit pay plan, most school districts have continued with 
or returned to using experience and education as the 
criteria for salary determination. Few studies have been 
conducted, however, to determine the relationships between 
evaluation ratings and experience and formal education 
(Hoogeveen & Gutkin, 1986 j . 
Relationship between Evaluation Ratinas and Teaches 
Experience 
Researchers have attempted to determine if a 
relationship exists between evaluation ratings and years of 
teaching experience. As the basis for evaluation ratings, 
researchers have used principals' ratings (Epstein, 1985; 
Hoogeveen & Gutkin, 1986); teacher self ratings (Hoogeveen & 
Gutkin, 1986); principal ratings on a new statewide 
performance evaluation instrument (Micceri, 1984); and 
parent ratings (Epstein, 1985). 
Using a sample of 44 teachers in three public 
midwestern elementary schools, Hoogeveen and Gutkin (1986) 
found no significant relationship at the - 0 5  level between 
years of teaching experience and ratings by either 
principals (r = .07 )  or peers (r = -.13). Hoogeveen and 
Gutkin suggested that the results have implications for 
traditional methods of determining teacher salary since most 
school districts use teaching experience as a major factor. 
Hoogeveen and Gutkin concluded, "Taken together these data 
indicate that despite potential shortcomings, merit pay 
systems may still be more equitable than current practice" 
(p. 380). 
Micceri (1984) found that years of teaching experience 
showed no relationship to effectiveness scores when the 
Florida Performance Measurement System was normed. Micceri 
noted a trend, "although statistically non-significant and 
of small magnitude," in a steady drop in mean evaluation 
scores as experience increased (p. 24). Micceri used five 
categories for years of experience and two categories for 
level taught. 
EPstein ( 1 9 8 5 )  questioned whether measures of teacher 
background, including experience and formal education, 
correlated with either principal or parent ratings. 
Epstein's study included 77 first-, third-, and fifth-grade 
teachers. A six-point scale from poor to outstanding was 
used to rate the teachers in classroom lessons, knowledge of 
subjects, discipline, and creativity. Epstein found that 
teacher experience was not a significant correlate of either 
principal or parent ratings. 
Borich (1977) reported that experience variables have 
been "almost worthless in predicting teacher performance" 
but questioned "if the variables have been measured too 
grossly to yield significant findings" (p. 14). 
In a study to determine the relationship between 
teacher experience and teacher effectiveness among secondary 
English teachers, Bastress (1980) used both total years of 
teaching experience and years of experience in the present 
school. Teacher effectiveness was measured by student 
responses on the Purdue Teacher Evaluation Scale. Bastress 
reported that students do not perceive more experienced 
secondary English teachers as being better able to structure 
the task or as having more position power. 
In summary, researchers (Bastress, 1980; Borich, 1977; 
Epstein, 1985; Hoogeveen & Gutkin, 1986; Micceri, 1984) 
using a variety of teacher performance measures found no 
r e l a t i o n s h i p  between e v a l u a t i o n  r a t i n g s  and  y e a r s  of 
t e a c h i n g  e x p e r i e n c e .  
R e l a t i o n s h i p  between E v a l u a t i o n  R a t i n q s  and  F o r m a l  E d u c a t i o n  
Knapp, McNergney, H e r b e r t ,  and York ( 1 9 9 0 )  r e p o r t e d  
t h a t  r e s e a r c h  on t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  between m e a s u r e s  o f  
t e a c h i n g  s u c c e s s  and a  t e a c h e r ' s  fo rma l  e d u c a t i o n  i s  r a t h e r  
l i m i t e d .  I n  a d d i t i o n ,  t h e y  r e p o r t e d  t h a t  r e s e a r c h  i s  
hampered b y  t h e  l a c k  of c o n s e n s u s  a b o u t  t h e  m e a n i n g  of  t h e  
term " M a s t e r ' s  d e g r e e "  a n d  t h e  a b s e n c e  of  a se t  o f  c r i t i c a l  
a t t r i b u t e s  t o  d e f i n e  t h e  Master's d e g r e e  f o r  t e a c h e r s  (Knapp 
e t  a l . ,  1990 j . 
Micceri ( 1 9 8 4 )  r e p o r t e d  no  s i g n i f i c a n t  r e l a t i o n s h i p  
be tween s c o r e s  on t h e  F l o r i d a  Per formance  Measurement  Sys tem 
summative i n s t r u m e n t  and  t h e  h i g h e s t  e d u c a t i o n a l  d e g r e e  
a t t a i n e d  b y  t e a c h e r s .  T r a i n e d  o b s e r v e r s  r a t e d  o v e r  1 , 2 0 0  
e l e m e n t a r y ,  m i d d l e  s c h o o l ,  a n d  h i g h  s c h o o l  t e a c h e r s  i n  4 1  
s c h o o l s  i n  F l o r i d a .  Micceri u s e d  f o u r  h i g h e s t - d e g r e e -  
a t t a i n e d  c a t e g o r i e s  and two l e v e l - t a u g h t  c a t e g o r i e s .  
I n  a  1985  s t u d y  o f  7 7  f i r s t - ,  t h i r d - ,  a n d  f i f t h - g r a d e  
t e a c h e r s ,  E p s t e i n  found t h a t  t e a c h e r s  w i t h  more c r e d i t s  
beyond t h e  B a c h e l o r ' s  d e g r e e  w e r e  n o t  n e c e s s a r i l y  v iewed b y  
p r i n c i p a l s  o r  p a r e n t s  as b e t t e r  t e a c h e r s  t h a n  t e a c h e r s  w i t h  
f ewer  a c c u m u l a t e d  c r e d i t  h o u r s .  Teache r  p e r f o r m a n c e  was 
measured  u s i n g  a n  i n s t r u m e n t  " s i m i l a r  t o  t h o s e  u s e d  i n  
s e v e r a l  m e r i t / m a s t e r  t e a c h e r  p l a n s "  ( p .  4 ) .  E p s t e i n  
suggested that neither the public nor the teaching 
profession will continue to support the lock-step salary 
schedules that pay the worst teachers as much as the best. 
Epstein warned that competent individuals will not enter a 
profession that continues to limit challenge, compensation, 
and advancement. In addition, Epstein suggested that the 
fairest evaluations use multiple judges, including parents, 
principals, and teacher-peers. 
Bastress (1980) studied the relationship between 
teaching effectiveness and the formal education of secondary 
English teachers. Bastress used eight formal education 
categories from "Less than Bachelor's Degree" to "Doctoral 
Degree." Teacher effectiveness was measured by student 
responses on the Purdue Teacher Evaluation Scale. Bastress 
reported that students do not perceive secondary English 
teachers with more formal education as being able to 
structure the task better or as having more position power. 
Knapp et al. (1990) summarized findings of Ashton, 
Crocker, and Olejnik (1986). One goal of the Ashton et al. 
study was to determine whether teachers with Master's 
degrees were more effective than those with Bachelor's 
degrees. Ashton et al. reviewed 15 studies, some of which 
used multiple samples and outcome measures. The studies 
used student achievement, teacher knowledge, or teacher 
performance to measure teacher effectiveness. Ashton et al. 
reported conflicting results (Knapp et al., 1990). In seven 
studies no significant relationship between teachers' 
classroom performance or students' achievement and level of 
degree was found; however, in eight studies there was a 
statistically significant positive relationship (Ashton 
et dl., 1986, as quoted in Knapp et al., 1990). 
In summary, evidence of a relationship between teacher 
performance and formal education is mixed. Three 
researchers (Bastress, 1980; Epstein, 1985; Micceri, 1984) 
found no relationship between evaluation ratings and amount 
of formal education while Ashton et al. (1986) found a 
statistically significant relationship in 8 of 15 studies 
reviewed (Knapp et al., 1 9 9 0 ) .  
International Comparisons 
Barro and Suter (1988) studied the degree to which 
experience and education were the basis for determining 
salaries in eleven industrialized countries. They found 
that Japan, at one extreme, paid experienced teachers three 
times as much as beginning teachers. At the other extreme, 
Sweden and Denmark paid experienced teachers only 30% more 
than beginning teachers. The United States fell in the 
mid-range among the countries in rewarding teachers for 
increased teaching experience. 
Barro and Suter (1988) also found that only France 
rewarded teachers on criteria other than experience and 
education. France used an examination as the determiner for 
merit. Barro and Suter offered a number of questions for 
further study, including whether teaching performance is 
improved in countries which pay additional salary for 
education. 
Summary 
Using experience and education as the criteria to 
determine teacher salaries began in the early twentieth 
century to eliminate inequities, maintain a stable teaching 
profession, and encourage professional development (Needham, 
1982). By the 1950s, most school districts used teacher 
experience and education to determine salaries (Needham, 
1982). 
Numerous attempts to link teacher performance to salary 
have been made (Castetter, 1981; Robinson, 1983). Merit-pay 
plans based on student performance proved damaging to the 
educational system in Victorian England (Travers, 1981). In 
the United States, merit pay plans gained popularity in the 
1920s and the 1960s (Castetter, 1981; Knienapfel, 1984; 
Robinson, 1983). The most frequently mentioned reason for 
failure of merit-pay plans was conflict over teacher 
evaluation. During the 1980s, the school reform movement 
and public opinion favored performance-based salaries rather 
than salaries based on experience and formal education 
(Cornett, 1989; Tecker, 1985). 
Nearly all educators agree that evaluation is desirable 
(McGreal, 1983). The difficulty is in relating evaluation 
to salary. Darling-Hamrnond et al. (1983) acknowledge that 
teacher evaluation is value-laden but suggest that a 
defensible evaluation process can allow schools to balance 
the goals of sorting teachers, maintaining staff morale, 
maintaining organizational integrity, and promoting 
incremental change. 
Although Hoogeveen and Gutkin (1986) reported that 
relatively little research has been done to determine the 
relationship between evaluation ratings and experience, 
studies by Hoogeveen and Gutkin (1985), Borich ( 1 9 7 7 ) ,  
Micceri (1984), and Epstein (1985) showed a lack of 
relationship between evaluation ratings and teaching 
experience. 
Researchers have found no relationship between 
evaluation ratings and years of teaching experience 
(Bastress, 1980; Borich, 1977; Epstein, 1985; Boogeveen & 
Gutkin, 1986; Micceri, 1984). No clear-cut evidence of a 
relationship between teacher performance and formal 
education is apparent (Ashton et al., 1986, as quoted in 
Knapp et al.). Barro and Suter (1988) recommended further 
study to determine if teaching performance is improved in 
countries which pay additional salary for formal education. 
A review of the literature offers few clear answers. 
Using experience and education as criteria to determine 
salary has both advantages and disadvantages. Merit-pay 
plans have generally been unsuccessful. A small number of 
research studies report no relationship between teacher 
performance and experience. The findings of the research 
linking teacher performance and formal education are mixed. 
Castetter (1981) pointed out that the assumption that 
teacher effectiveness increases with experience and 
education may simply not be true. This study is intended to 
provide data about the relationship among teacher 
effectiveness, experience, and formal education. To narrow 
the focus, this study included only teachers who had similar 
teaching assignments at the secondary level. This study can 
contribute to the research base needed to help make policy 
decisions to improve teaching and the teaching profession. 
A discussion of the methodology follows in Chapter 3. 
Chapter 3 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study was to determine the 
relationship of teacher experience and formal education to 
teacher performance as perceived by building administrators. 
This study used categorical data to determine if evaluation 
ratings were associated with experience or with formal 
education. In addition, evaluation ratings were grouped by 
the gender of the teacher, the subject taught, the building 
assignment, and the evaluator to investigate alternative 
explanations for the variability in evaluation ratings. 
Settinq and Population 
This study was conducted in a suburban school district 
in the midwest. The community grew by over 20% from 1980 to 
1988 (Iowa Department of Economic Development, 1991). 
During the period of this study, the school district 
consisted of one high school, two junior highs, and nine 
elementary buildings with an approximate student enrollment 
of 7,000. The district was among the largest 20 school 
districts in the state (Eckles, personal correspondence, 
July, 1992). 
The initial population of this study was 86 full-time 
secondary school teachers. Subjects were limited to 
secondary language arts, math, social studies, and science 
teachers to minimize differences in teaching roles and 
levels. Elementary teachers were not included since their 
teaching settings were different; counselors and nurses were 
not included since their evaluation criteria were different 
from classroom teachers. 
The school district used a three-year evaluation cycle. 
Each teacher included in the study had been evaluated at 
least once during the 1 9 8 8 - 8 9 ,  1 9 8 9 - 9 0 ,  or 1 9 9 0 - 9 1  school 
year. If a teacher had been evaluated more than once, the 
most recent evaluation was used. Due to seven instances of 
a missing rating, an unclear rating, or a rating of "Not 
Observed," the population studied was reduced from 86 to 7 9  
secondary teachers. 
Instrumentation 
Instrumentation consisted of the Teacher Performance 
Evaluation Instrument used by the district. The instrument 
was developed as part of a two-year project in 1 9 7 3  to 
improve the performance evaluation system. The school 
district convened a Teacher Evaluation Commission comprised 
of teachers, administrators, and board members which later 
worked with consultants from Iowa State University to 
develop an instrument in which teachers' performance could 
be evaluated (Report on the Development of a Performance 
Evaluation System [RDPES], 1974). The Commission developed 
eight premises for the evaluation system, three of which are 
quoted below: 
1. A school community has the right to expect that the 
school district will conduct "a valid and 
continuous evaluation of the service of all 
district employees" (RDPES, 1974, p. 12). 
2. "The essential purpose of evaluation is to improve 
performance by identifying an educator's strengths 
and weaknesses and to provide guides to develop a 
course of action to improve upon deficiencies" 
(RDPES, 1974, p. 13). 
3. "It is possible to differentiate levels of 
performance" (RDPES, 1974, p. 13). 
See Appendix A for the district's eight Premises for an 
Evaluation System for Teachers. 
In selecting items for the evaluation instrument, the 
Teacher Evaluation Commission used "extensive statistical 
treatment, considerable bibliographic research, [and] 
massive sampling for the discrimination and validity 
testing" (RDPES, 1974, p. 2). Approximately 400 items were 
written by the Evaluation Commission and research team 
(RDPES, 1974, p. 19). These items were then linked to the 
1 7  teacher roles identified by the Commission and research 
team. (See Appendix B for the Criteria and Philosophic 
Premises for the 17 teacher roles.) The remaining "138 
items for teacher performance evaluation were then randomly 
placed in what were called 'Appropriateness and 
Observability' Survey Instruments" (RDPES, 1974, p. 20). 
These 138 items were then "submitted to a judgment panel sf 
students, administrators, teachers, parents and board 
members from the school district to provide 'social 
validity' for the items" (RDPES, 1974, p. 20). 
Subsequently, the number of items was reduced to 82 (RDPES, 
1974, p. 23). Each of the 82 items was then analyzed for 
discriminatory power (RDPES, 1974, p. 23). Seventy-six 
items met the discrimination index specifications (RDPES, 
1974, p. 24). "The final step in the item selection process 
involved consideration of each item's appropriateness and 
discriminatory power" (RDPES, 1974, p. 24). Only items 
which had been rated '"highly important" on a five-point 
scale on appropriateness or were basic premise descriptors, 
and had a discrimination index above 23% were returned 
(RDPES, 1974). "Using this approach, 76 items were chosen 
for the teacher performance evaluation pool" (RDPES, 1974, 
p .  25). 
The following limitations were noted in the Report on 
the Development of the Performance Evaluation System: 
1. "The process for determination of appropriateness 
and discrimination power was specifically tailored" 
to the district and "its goals and values relative 
to desirable teacher performance" (p. 25). 
2 .  "Students used in both the judgment panel for 
appropriateness and observability and in the 
evaluation of selected teachers" for item 
discrimination analysis "were predominately [sic] 
from the secondary grades" (p. 25). 
3. The development of the instrument stopped "short of 
empirically testing the total system." "This step 
is recommended for the 1974-75 school term. 
Consequently, there has been no 'norming' 
experience with the total scale of the instrument" 
(P- 2 5 ) -  
The Executive Director of Educational Services of the 
school district reported that several revisions have 
occurred since the evaluation instrument was developed. 
First, the number of criteria and the number of sections 
have been revised. Second, descriptive statements of 
teacher behavior have been added to each criterion to 
describe levels of performance. 
The Teacher Performance Evaluation Instrument used 
during the period of the study contains 25 criteria grouped 
in five sections: (a) Productive Teaching Techniques; 
(b) Organized, Structured Class Management; ( c )  Intellectual 
Stimulation; (d) Positive Interpersonal Relations; and 
(el ~rofessional Job Responsibilities. 
Section 1, Productive Teaching Techniques, is the 
largest, with 10 criteria. Section 1 criteria pertain to 
organizing instruction around objectives, using a variety of 
teaching techniques, evaluating student progress, and 
providing feedback. 
Section 2, Organized, Structured Class Management, 
contains three criteria which include organizing students 
for effective instruction and implementing the instructional 
plan. 
Section 3, Intellectual Stimulation, is the smallest 
section with two criteria which pertain to providing 
opportunities for successful learning experiences and 
helping students develop efficient learning skills. 
Section 4, Positive Interpersonal Relations, contains 
six criteria such as promoting a positive self-concept in 
students and demonstrating effective relationships with the 
administration, fellow teachers, and parents. 
Section 5, Professional Job Responsibilities, contains 
four criteria which pertain to professional growth and 
assuming responsibilities outside the classroom. See 
Appendix C for the Summative Report of the Teacher 
Evaluation Instrument. 
Between the development of the instrument in 1 9 7 3  and 
its use in this study, descriptive statements of teacher 
behavior were added to each criterion to describe levels of 
performance. This series of descriptive statements is known 
as a Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scale or BARS (Nanatt, 
1 9 8 7 ) .  Manatt reported that this type of scale "increases 
the likelihood of scatter (namely, spreading out the ratings 
so that all do not receive a superior rating)." Four 
statements describe levels of performance for each 
criterion. A '"ot Observed" choice is also available. 
The lowest of the four performance levels describes 
the teacher's behavior as not exhibiting the desired 
characteristics. The next-to-lowest performance level 
describes the teacher's behavior as inconsistent in meeting 
the criteria. The next-to-highest performance level is 
labeled "Standard" and describes the teacher's behavior as 
meeting the standard in the criteria. The highest of the 
four levels describes the teacher's behavior as not only 
meeting the standard but exceeding it. 
Below is an example of the four performance levels for 
the first criterion in the district's evaluation instrument: 
Section 1: Productive Teaching Techniques 
Criterion 1: Communicates effectively with students. 
Performance Descriptive Statements of Levels of Performance 
Level (Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scale) 
(Lowest)* Communications from the teacher are frequently 
unclear; students often appear confused. 
(Next to Communications from the teacher are usually 
lowest)* clear but student input is not encouraged. 
Standard Communications from the teacher are clear. 
Relevant dialogue is encouraged. 
(Highest)' In addition to meeting the standard, the 
teacher is extremely skillful in using a 
variety of verbal and nonverbal communications. 
*Above terms in parentheses do not appear on the evaluation 
instrument. 
The instrument was not changed during the three-year period 
under study, (See Appendix D for the Teacher Evaluation 
Instrument with Levels of Performance.) 
The eight premises upon which the evaluation instrument 
was founded were compared to the four goals of a defensible 
evaluation process identified by Darling-Hammond et al. 
(1983). They described a defensible evaluation process as 
o n e  that allows schools to balance the four goals of sorting 
teachers, maintaining staff morale, maintaining 
organizational integrity, and promoting incremental change. 
The school district's eight premises developed in 1973 
appear to include the four goals identified by Darling- 
Hamond et al. The first goal, sorting teachers, was a part 
of the school district" premise two (singling out), premise 
four (differentiating levels of performance), and premise 
eight (providing information regarding retention and 
dismissal). The second goal identified by Darling-Hammond 
et al., maintaining staff morale, was included in premise 
two (identifying strengths), premise five (conducting 
evaluations openly), and premise six (respecting the 
uniqueness of the individual). Goal three, maintaining 
organizational integrity, was included in premise one 
(recognizing the right of the school community to expect 
valid and continuous evaluations of all district employees). 
Goal four, promoting incremental change, was encompassed in 
premise two (developing a course of action to improve upon 
deficiencies). 
Data Collection Procedures 
The researcher developed an identification system with 
school district personnel so that anonymity of teacher 
evaluation ratings would be assured. The identification 
system used code numbers rather than teacher names. 
The researcher began with the district's list of 
secondary certificated staff members, their years of 
seniority, and subjects taught. The district also provided 
a second list of teacher names by building and the most 
recent year each teacher was evaluated. The researcher 
identified 86 teachers on the seniority list who met the 
following three criteria: 
1. had been evaluated one or more times during the 
three-year period, 1988-89, 1989-90, or 1990-91 
2 .  taught at the secondary level (at the high school 
or one of the two junior highs) 
3. taught one of the four core subjects (language 
arts, math, social studies, or science) 
From information provided by the district, the 
researcher recorded each teacher's formal education as 
recognized by the district at the beginning of the year in 
which the teacher was evaluated and the gender of the 
teacher. 
The researcher gave the data list to an uninterested 
intermediary who randomly assigned a code number to each 
teacher name. The intermediary forwarded the data list 
which included each teacher's name and the code number to 
the school district. The intermediary returned to the 
researcher the data list after replacing each teacher's name 
with the code number. 
The school district then made a photocopy of each 
teacher's most recent evaluation, removed each teacher's 
name, added the code number, and forwarded the evaluation 
photocopies to the researcher. The school district returned 
to the intermediary the list with the teacher names and code 
numbers. The intermediary retained the data list which 
assured that the identity of subjects was concealed from the 
investigator. The researcher added to the data list the 25 
evaluation ratings by matching code numbers on the 
evaluations to those on the data list. The researcher 
assigned identifiers to the evaluators and recorded their 
gender. 
The data set was comprised of the following information 
on the 79 teachers representing the population of this 
study: 
I. Evaluation rating on each of the 25 criteria 
2. Number of years of teaching experience recognized 
by the district 
3. Amount of formal education recognized by the 
district 
4. Teacher gender 
5. Subject taught 
6. Building assignment 
7. Evaluator identifier 
8. Evaluator gender 
9. Year of most recent evaluation 
Ratings on the evaluation instrument were translated to 
points as follows: the lowest rating, 1; second-lowest 
rating, 2; meets standard, 3; highest rating, 4.   he 
maximum number of points which could be received on the 
evaluation instrument was 1 0 0 .  (See Appendix E for the 
Codes Used in Data Collection. 
Number of years of teaching experience recognized by 
the district was recorded as the number of years of teaching 
experience completed prior to the year of evaluation. The 
negotiated contract between the district and the teachersr 
association defines the maximum number of years of 
experience the district can recognize when a teacher is 
hired. A teacher could have more years of experience than 
recognized by the district. For example, if a teacher with 
10 years of experience were hired, the district would 
recognize a maximum of 8 years of experience based on the 
negotiated contract. The number of years of experience 
recognized by a district is one factor which determines 
teacher salary. 
Formal education recognized by the district was 
recorded as earned degree(s) plus additional hours, e.g., 
Master's degree and 30 hours. Only earned degrees and 
credit hours recognized by the district were used. For 
purposes of the study, formal education was separated into 
two groups: group 1 was less than a Master's degree; group 
2 was a Master's degree or more. 
Data on teacher gender, subject taught, building 
assignment, evaluator, and year evaluated were collected 
since these variables could offer alternative explanations 
for differences in evaluation ratings in addition to teacher 
experience and formal education. 
Research Desiqn 
The purpose of this ex-post facto research study was to 
determine if two variables, experience and formal education, 
are associated with the criterion variable, evaluation 
ratings. Two sets of attributes were measured: 
(a) evaluation ratings and experience; and (b) evaluation 
ratings and formal education. 
A contingency coefficient was used to measure the 
extent of association between the two sets of attributes. A 
contingency coefficient is used with nominally scaled 
variables (Siegel, 1 9 5 6 ) .  
Research Hypotheses 
This study was based on two hypotheses: 
Hypothesis 1: Teacher evaluation ratings are not 
associated with teacher experience. 
Hypothesis 2: Teacher evaluation ratings are not 
associated with teacher education. 
In addition to looking at teacher performance globally 
using the total evaluation ratings, teacher performance on 
each section of the evaluation instrument was used to look 
more specifically for possible relationships between 
ratings, experience, and formal education. 
Within each of the two major hypotheses were five 
additional, or subset, hypotheses. The subset hypotheses 
used section ratings on the evaluation instrument instead of 
the total ratings on the evaluation instrument. The subset 
hypotheses pertained to the relationship between the section 
ratings and the experience and formal education of the 
subjects . 
The subset hypotheses under Hypothesis 1 pertain to the 
relationship between section ratings and teachers' 
experience. 
Hypothesis 1.1: Teacher evaluation ratings in Section 
1, Productive Teaching Techniques, are 
not associated with teachers' 
experience. 
Hypothesis 1.2: Teacher evaluation ratings in Section 
2, Organized, Structured Class 
Management, are not associated with 
teachers' experience. 
Hypothesis 1.3: Teacher evaluation ratings in Section 
3, Intellectual stimulation, are not 
associated with teachers' experience. 
Hypothesis 1.4: Teacher evaluation ratings in Section 
4, Positive Interpersonal Relations, 
are not associated with teachers' 
experience. 
Hypothesis 1.5: Teacher evaluation ratings in Section 
5, Professional Job Responsibilities, 
are not associated with teachers' 
experience. 
The subset hypotheses under Hypothesis 2 pertain to the 
relationship between section ratings and teachers' formal 
education. 
Hypothesis 2.1: Teacher evaluation ratings in Section 
1, Productive Teaching Techniques, are 
not associated with teachers' formal 
education. 
Hypothesis 2.2: Teacher evaluation ratings in Section 
2, Organized, Structured Class 
Management, are not associated with 
teachers' formal education. 
Hypothesis 2.3: Teacher evaluation ratings in Section 
3, Intellectual Stimulation, are not 
associated with teachers' formal 
education. 
Hypothesis 2.4: Teacher evaluation ratings in Section 
4, Positive Interpersonal Relations, 
are not associated with teachers' 
formal education. 
Hypothesis 2.5: Teacher evaluation ratings in Section 
5, Professional Job Responsibilities, 
are not associated with teachers' 
formal education. 
Treatment of the Data 
First, descriptive data for the population of 79 
teachers were reviewed, comparing mean total evaluation 
ratings with teachers' experience and formal education. 
Second, an item analysis of the evaluation instrument was 
conducted to determine if the items discriminate between 
high-performance and low-performance teachers. To conduct 
an item analysis, Borg and Gall (1983) recommended selecting 
the 27% of the subjects with the highest criterion score and 
the 27% with the lowest criterion score. Hopkins et al. 
(1990) also recommended using the high and low 27% and noted 
other researchers' experience (p. 169). The high- 
performance 27% and low-performance 2 7 %  of the total 
evaluation ratings were identified for the item analysis 
(Borg & Gall, 1983; Hopkins, Stanley, & Hopkins, 1990). The 
proportion of teachers rated as exceeding district 
standards, the highest rating, was recorded item by item. 
Difficulty and discrimination values were computed. 
Third, high-performance and low-performance groups were 
identified. The high-performance group was composed of 
teachers whose scores were in the highest 27% of the 
population. The low-performance group was composed of 
teachers whose scores were in the lowest 27% of the 
population. Fourth, the hypotheses were tested by using 
contingency coefficients to determine the association 
between teachers' evaluation ratings and the teachers' 
experience and formal education. Contingency coefficients 
were also used to determine the association between 
teachers' evaluation ratings by section of the evaluation 
instrument and teachers' experience and formal education. 
Fifth, the data set was further explored by reviewing 
the population, as well as the high- and low-performance 
groups, by teacher gender, subject taught, building, and 
evaluator for alternative explanations of the variability in 
evaluation ratings. 
Chapter 4 contains the descriptive data on the 
population of 79 teachers as well as the item analysis 
results. Contingency coefficients were obtained to reveal 
the degree of association between teachers' total evaluation 
ratings and their experience and formal education. 
Contingency coefficients were also obtained to reveal the 
degree of association between teachers' section evaluation 
ratings and their experience and formal education. Chapter 
4 also contains an analysis of additional variables which 
may explain variability in the evaluation ratings. 
Chapter 4 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Chapter 4 begins with an overview of the total 
evaluation ratings, experience, and formal education of the 
79 teachers in the population. Second, the item analysis of 
the evaluation instrument is described. Third, the 
procedure to divide the population into high-performance and 
low-performance groups is detailed. Fourth, contingency 
coefficient results are reported showing the relationship 
between teachersf evaluation ratings and their experience 
and formal education. The chapter concludes with an 
analysis of other variables such as the teachers' gender, 
subject taught, building assignment, and evaluator which may 
contribute to the differences in evaluation ratings. 
Descriptive Data: Population 
Among the population of 79 teachers, the highest total 
evaluation rating received was 100; and the lowest was 73. 
The population's mean total evaluation rating was 87.3. 
(Appendix F shows the Total Evaluation Ratings by Frequency 
and Percentage.) 
During the three years of the study, 27 teachers were 
evaluated in 1988-89, 32 in 1989-90, and 20 in 1990-91. The 
mean total evaluation rating by year of evaluation increased 
from 85.7 in 1988-89 to 89.2 in 1990-91. Analysis of 
variance showed no significant difference among the means. 
(See Appendix G for the Mean Evaluation Ratings by Year 
Evaluated.) 
The mean experience of the 79 teachers in the 
population was 12.2 years. The mean formal education was 
1.49, meaning that slightly less than one-half of the 
teachers in the population had less than a Master's degree. 
(Appendix H shows the Mean Evaluation Ratings, Experience 
and Formal Education.) 
Item Analysis 
An item analysis of the 25 criteria on the evaluation 
instrument was conducted. As recommended by Borg and Gall 
(1983) and Hopkins et al. ( 1 9 9 0 ) ,  the highest 27% and lowest 
27% of the population were identified by total evaluation 
ratings. Difficulty and discrimination levels were 
determined for each item on the evaluation instrument. 
Including tied total evaluation scores, the high-performance 
group consisted of 22 teachers; the low-performance group 
consisted of 24 teachers. 
Item difficulty, or p value, was determined by adding 
item by item the percent of high-performance group members 
to the percent of low-performance group members rated as 
exceeding district standards and dividing by 2: 
According to Hopkins et al. ( 1 9 9 0 ) ,  the maximum 
potential measurement value of a test item is .5. Hopkins 
et al- reported that in the middle range of difficulty (25% 
to 75%) all items have the potential for very high 
discrimination. Very easy or very difficult items, however, 
fail to assess individual differences. The range of p 
values from the evaluation instrument was from . 2 5  to .77. 
(See Table 1 for plotted p values and Appendix I for P 
Values by Item.) 
Item discrimination was determined by subtracting the 
percentage of the low-performance group members rated as 
exceeding district standards from the percent of the 
high-performance group members rated as exceeding district 
standards: D = pH - pL.  According to Hopkins et al. 
(1990), test items that yield a discrimination index of .35 
or more are relatively high in discrimination. Test items 
with D-values below . 2  are relatively low in discrimination 
(Hopkins et al., p. 270). Figure 1 shows the D-values of 
the items on the evaluation instrument. Applying the scale 
by Hopkins et al. to the items on the evaluation instrument, 
22 of the 25 items discriminate between the high-performance 
and low-performance groups based on total evaluation 
ratings. (See Appendix I for the discrimination values by 
item. j 
Figure 1. Item analysis of evaluation instrument based on 
Exceeds ratings: High- and low-performance groups. 
p values 
Descriptive Data: Hiqh-performance and 
Low-performance Groups 
From the population of 79 teachers, high- and 
low-performance groups were identified and their 
characteristics compared to determine if they differed in 
experience or formal education. The high- and 
low-performance groups were also compared to the population. 
The high- and low-performance groups were formed by 
identifying the highest 27% and lowest 27% of the total 
evaluation ratings. Because using the highest and lowest 
27% as comparative groups in the item analysis revealed a 
nearly model pattern of difficulty and discrimination 
levels, the same procedure was used to identify two groups 
of teachers for further analysis. The high-performance 
group was composed of 22 teachers; the low-performance group 
was composed of 24 teachers. Difference in group size was 
due to duplicate scores in total evaluation ratings. 
The range of total evaluation ratings for the 
high-performance group was from 93 to 100; the range for the 
low-performance group was from 73 to 83. The lowest rating 
in the high-performance group, 93, would result from 
two-thirds of the ratings being 4s (exceeds district 
standards) and one-third of the ratings being 3s (meets 
district standards). The highest rating in the 
low-performance group, 83, would result from two-thirds of 
the evaluation ratings being 3s and one-third being 4s. The 
lowest total evaluation rating for a teacher in the low- 
performance group, 73, represents a less-than-satisfactory 
performance and an average rating of 2.9 on the 25 items on 
the evaluation instrument. (See Appendix J for the 
Frequency of Evaluation Ratings for the High-performance 
Group and Appendix K for the Low-performance Group.) 
The mean total evaluation rating for the high- 
performance group was 95.7; the mean total evaluation rating 
for the low-performance group was 80.0. (See ~ppendix L for 
the Mean Evaluation Ratings by Year Evaluated for the High- 
and Low-performance Groups.) 
The teachers in the high-performance group had a mean 
years of experience (12.5 years) nearly identical to the 
mean years of experience of teachers in the low-performance 
group (13.5 years). 
The mean formal education levels of teachers in the 
high-performance and low-performance groups differed. The 
mean formal education level of the high-performance group 
was notably higher (1.73) than the low-performance group 
(1.50). The mean formal education level of the low- 
performance group, however, was very close to the mean 
formal education level of the population (1.50 compared to 
1.49), meaning that about one-half of the group members had 
less than a Master's degree. (See Appendix M for the Mean 
Evaluation Ratings, Experience, and Formal Education for the 
High- and Low-performance Groups.) 
Hypotheses of the Study 
This study poses two major hypotheses and 10 sub- 
hypotheses related to the degree of association between 
teachers' evaluation ratings and teachers' experience and 
formal education. 
Hypothesis 1 
The first hypothesis pertains to the relationship 
between total evaluation ratings and teacher experience: 
Hypothesis 1: Teacher evaluation ratings are not 
associated with experience. 
Since the literature contained examples of several 
different experience groupings, four different experience 
groupings were used. 
First, the Teacher Incentive Proqrams in the Public 
Schools (Babbitt, 1989) used six experience categories: 
(a) Less than 6 years, (b) 6 to 10, (c) 11 to 15, (d) 16 to 
20, (e) 21 to 25, and (f) 26 years and above. These 
categories were identified as Experience Grouping I. 
Second, the Florida Performance Measurement System 
norming study used the following five categories: (a) 1 
year or less, (b) 2 to 4 years, (c) 5 to 9 years, (d) 10 to 
14 years, and (e) 15 years and above (Micceri, 1984). Due 
to the population distribution of this study, the first two 
categories were combined. These categories were identified 
as Experience Grouping 2. 
Third, Schwab (1991) used the following four 
categories: (a) Less than 5 years, (b) 5 to 12 years, 
(c) 13 to 24 years, and (d) 25 years and above. These 
categories were identified as Experience Grouping 3. 
Fourth, the researcher developed another experience 
grouping using these categories: (a) Less than 5 years, 
( b )  5 to 10 years, (c) 11 to 16 years, (d) 1 7  to 21 years, 
and (e) 22 years and above. This sequence separated 
probationary teachers from non-probationary teachers and, 
considering a typical evaluation pattern in the district, 
tended to place non-probationary teachers into a new 
category after every other evaluation. ~lthough 
non-probationary teachers were typically evaluated every 
third year, evaluations could occur more frequently. These 
categories were identified as Experience Grouping 4. 
After grouping the 46 teachers into the high- and 
low-performance groups, contingency coefficients were run by 
each of the four experience groupings. The contingency 
coefficients were suspect, however, due to insufficient cell 
size. Siege1 (1956) recommended combining categories if 
more than 20% of the cells have expected frequencies of less 
than 5. 
A fifth experience grouping was developed by the 
researcher to ensure sufficient cell size and to use 
experience groupings similar to those in the literature. 
Experience Grouping 5 contained the following categories: 
(a) Less than 6 years, (bf 7 to 1 4  years, (c) 15 to 1 8  
years, and (d) 19 years and above. 
Table 1 shows the frequency distribution of teachers in 
the highest 27% and lowest 27% of total evaluation ratings 
grouped by years of experience. The upper limit for a 
contingency coefficient is a function of the number of 
categories. Since the contingency coefficient is calculated 
from a 2 x 4 table, the upper limit is .87 (Siegel, 1956). 
The table yielded a contingency coefficient, C, of . 2 0 ,  
which represents the degree of association between total 
evaluation scores and experience. The degree of association 
between total evaluation ratings and experience is weak. 
Hypothesis 1 is accepted. 
Table 1 
Experience: Hiqh- and Low-performance Groups 
Years of 
Experience 
No. Teachers 
High-performance Low-performance 
Group Group Total 
Less than 7 years 
7 to 14 years 
15 to 18 years 
19 years and more 
Total 2 2  
Hypothesis 2 
The second major hypothesis pertained to the 
relationship between teacher evaluation ratings and formal 
education: 
Hypothesis 2: Teacher evaluation ratings are not 
associated with formal education. 
Table 2 shows the frequency distribution of teachers in 
the highest 27% and lowest 27% of total evaluation ratings 
grouped by formal education. The upper limit for a 2 x 2 
contingency table is .77. The contingency table yielded a 
contingency coefficient, C, of .23, which represents the 
relationship between total evaluation scores and formal 
education. The degree of association between total 
evaluation ratings and education is weak. Hypothesis 2 is 
accepted. 
Table 2 
Formal Education: Hiqh- and Low-performance Groups 
Formal 
Education 
No. Teachers 
High-performance Low-performance 
Group Group Total 
Less than Master's 
degree 6 
Master's degree or 
more 16 
Total 22 24 4 6 
Evaluation Ratinqs by Section of 
Evaluation Instrument 
In addition to using the total of all evaluation 
ratings on the evaluation instrument, the section evaluation 
ratings were used. Each section included clusters of 
teacher behaviors such as using productive teaching 
techniques, organizing students for instruction, providing 
intellectual stimulation, demonstrating positive 
interpersonal relations, and fulfilling professional 
responsibilities. (See Appendix N for Evaluation Scores by 
Section for the Population.) The total of each section 
rating was used to determine if a relationship exists 
between teachers' section ratings and their experience and 
formal education. 
The highest 27% and lowest 27% of each section's 
evaluation ratings were identified. (See ~ppendix 0 for the 
Evaluation Scores by Section for the High- and Low- 
Performance Groups.) The number of teachers in the high 27% 
and low 27% within each section varied due to duplicate 
scores. Without duplicate scores, the high-performance and 
low-performance groups in each section would have included 
21 scores. 
Section Ratinqs and Teacher Experience 
Hypothesis 1.1: Evaluation ratings in Section 1, 
Productive Teaching Techniques, are 
not associated with teacher 
experience. 
Table 3 shows the frequency distribution of teachers in 
the highest 27% and lowest 27% of Section 1 ratings grouped 
by years of experience. The contingency table yielded a 
contingency coefficient, C, of . 1 6 ,  which represents a weak 
relationship between Section 1 evaluation ratings and 
experience. Hypothesis 1.1 is accepted. 
Table 3 
Section 1 Evaluation Ratinqs by Experience 
No. Teachers 
High-performance Low-performance 
Experience Group Group Total 
Less than 7 years 
7 to 14 years 
15 to 18 years 
19 years and more 
Total 
Hypothesis 1.2: Evaluation ratings in Section 2, 
Organized, Structured Class 
Management, are not associated with 
teacher experience. 
Table 4 shows the frequency distribution of teachers in 
the highest 27% and lowest 278 of Section 2 ratings grouped 
by years of experience. The contingency table yielded a 
contingency coefficient, C, of . 31 ,  which represents a 
moderate relationship between Section 2 evaluation ratings 
and experience. Hypothesis 1.2 is accepted although the 
moderate relationship is noted. 
Table 4 
Section 2 Evaluation Ratinqs by Experience 
No. Teachers 
High-performance Low-performance 
Experience Group Group Total 
Less than 7 years 
7 to 14 years 
15 to 18 years 
19 years and more 
Total 
Hypothesis 1.3: Teacher evaluation ratings in Section 
3, Intellectual Stimulation, are not 
associated with teacher experience. 
Table 5 shows the frequency distribution of teachers in 
the highest 27% and lowest 27% of Section 3 ratings grouped 
by years of experience. The contingency table yielded a 
contingency coefficient, C, of .16, which represents a weak 
relationship between Section 3 evaluation ratings and 
experience. Hypothesis 1.3 is accepted. 
Table 5 
Section 3 Evaluation Ratinas by Experience 
No. Teachers 
High-performance Low-performance 
Experience Group Group Total 
Less than 7 years 11 
7 to 14 years 7 
15 to 1 8  years 6 
19 years and more 5 
Total 29 50 7 9 
Hypothesis 1.4: Evaluation ratings in Section 4, 
Positive Interpersonal Relations, are 
not associated with teacher 
experience. 
Table 6 shows the frequency distribution of teachers in 
the highest 27% and lowest 27% of Section 4 ratings grouped 
by years of experience. The contingency table yielded a 
contingency coefficient, C, of . 1 4 ,  which represents a weak 
relationship between Section 4 evaluation ratings and 
experience. Hypothesis 1.4 is accepted. 
Table 6 
Section 4 Evaluation Ratinqs by Experience 
No. Teachers 
High-performance Low-performance 
Experience Group Group Total 
Less than 7 years 10 10 20 
7 to 14 years 9 12 2 1 
15 to 18 years 6 5 11 
19 years and more 4 8 12 
T o t a l  29  3 5  6 4  
Hypothesis 1.5: Evaluation ratings in Section 5, 
Professional Job Responsibilities, are 
not associated with teacher 
experience. 
Table 7 shows the frequency distribution of teachers in 
the highest 27% and lowest 27% of Section 5 ratings grouped 
by years of experience. The contingency table yielded a 
contingency coefficient, C, of .18, which represents a weak 
relationship between Section 5 evaluation ratings and 
experience. Hypothesis 1.5 is accepted. 
Table 7 
Section 5 Evaluation Ratinqs bp Experience 
No. Teachers 
High-performance Low-performance 
Experience Group Group Total 
Less than 7 years 8 11 19 
7 to 14 years 10 9 19 
15 to 18 years 6 6 12 
19 years and more 4 10 14 
Total 28 36 64 
Section Evaluation Ratinqs and Formal Education 
Section evaluation ratings were also used to determine 
if a relationship exists between the five clusters of 
teacher behaviors and teachers' formal education. Using the 
high and low 27% of each section score, formal education was 
grouped by the same two categories: less than Master's 
degree and Master's degree or more. 
Hypothesis 2.1: Teacher evaluation ratings in Section 
1, Productive Teaching Techniques, are 
not associated with teacher formal 
education. 
Table 8 shows the frequency distribution of teachers in 
the highest 27% and lowest 27% of Section 1 ratings grouped 
by formal education. The contingency table yielded a 
contingency coefficient, C ,  of .23, which represents a weak 
relationship between Section 1 evaluation ratings and formal 
education. Hypothesis 2.1 is accepted. 
Table 8 
Section 1 Evaluation Ratinqs by Formal Education 
Education 
No. Teachers 
High-performance Low-performance 
Group Group Total 
Less than Master's 
degree 
Master's degree or 
more 
Total 
Hypothesis 2.2: Teacher evaluation ratings in Section 
2, Organized, Structured Class 
Management, are not associated with 
teacher formal education. 
Table 9 shows the frequency distribution of teachers in 
the highest 27% and lowest 2 7 5  of Section 2 ratings grouped 
by formal education. The contingency table yielded a 
contingency coefficient, C, of .21, which represents a weak 
relationship between Section 2 evaluation ratings and formal 
education. Hypothesis 2.2 is accepted. 
Table 9 
Section 2 Evaluation Ratinqs by Formal Education 
Education 
No. Teachers 
High-performance Low-performance 
Group Group Total 
Less than Masterf s 
degree 
Master's degree or 
more 
Total 
Hypothesis 2.3: Teacher evaluation ratings in Section 
3, Intellectual Stimulation, are not 
associated with teacher formal 
education. 
Table 10 shows the frequency distribution of teachers 
in the highest 27% and lowest 27% of Section 3 ratings 
grouped by formal education. The contingency table yielded 
a contingency coefficient, C, of . 1 9 ,  which represents a 
weak relationship between Section 3 evaluation ratings and 
formal education. Hypothesis 2.3 is accepted. 
Table 10 
Section 3 Evaluation Ratinqs by Formal   ducat ion 
Education 
No. Teachers 
High-performance Low-performance 
Group Group Total 
Less than Master's 
degree 
Master's degree or 
more 
Total 
Hypothesis 2.4: Teacher evaluation ratings in Section 
4, Positive Interpersonal Relations, 
are not associated with teacher formal 
education. 
Table 11 shows the frequency distribution of teachers 
in the highest 27% and lowest 27% of Section 4 ratings 
grouped by formal education. The contingency table yielded 
a contingency coefficient, C, of - 1 3 ,  which represents a 
weak relationship between Section 4 evaluation ratings and 
formal education. Hypothesis 2.4 is accepted. 
Table 11 
Section 4 Evaluation Ratinqs by Formal Education 
Education 
No. Teachers 
High-performance Low-performance 
Group Group Total 
Less than Master's 
degree 
Master's degree or 
more 17 
Total 29 3 5  64 
Hypothesis 2.5: Teacher evaluation ratings in Section 
5, Professional Job Responsibilities, 
are not associated with teacher formal 
education. 
Table 12 shows the frequency distribution of teachers 
in the highest 27% and lowest 27% of Section 5 ratings 
grouped by formal education. The contingency table yielded 
a contingency coefficient, C, of . 2 4 ,  which represents a 
weak relationship between Section 5 evaluation ratings and 
formal education. Hypothesis 2.5 is accepted. 
Table 12 
Section 5  Evaluation Ratinqs b~ Formal Education 
Education 
No. Teachers 
High-performance Low-performance 
Group Group Total 
Less than Master's 
degree 
Master's degree or 
more 18 
Total 32  3 2  64 
Descriptive Data: Groupina by Other Variables 
Population 
The population was grouped by teacher gender, subject 
taught, building assignment, and evaluator to investigate 
alternative explanations for differences in evaluation 
ratings when compared to experience and formal education. 
Variable: Gender 
If evaluation ratings are associated with years of 
experience, one would expect to find higher mean evafuation 
ratings among males since males had notably more years of 
experience than females. (See Appendix P.) The contrary 
was true. Although the mean years of experience of males 
( 1 4 . 5  years) was greater than that of females (9.7 years), 
males' mean evaluation rating (86.5) was lower than the 
females' ( 8 8 . 2 ) .  Therefore, it does not appear that a 
higher mean years of experience is associated with higher 
mean evaluation ratings when the data are grouped by gender. 
If formal education is associated with evaluation 
ratings, one would expect to find a higher mean rating for 
males since males had a mean formal education level of 1.56 
compared to a mean formal education level of 1.42 for 
females. As noted in the above paragraph, however, males 
had a lower mean evaluation rating than females.  heref fore, 
it does not appear that a higher formal education is 
associated with higher mean evaluation ratings when the data 
are grouped by gender. 
Variable: Subject Tauqht 
The distribution of language arts, math, social 
studies, and science teachers in the population varied 
little, with a high of 21 language arts teachers to a low of 
18 science teachers. (See Appendix Q.) Grouping evaluation 
ratings, experience, and formal education by subject taught 
showed little difference among the four subject areas, 
Variable: Buildinq 
The difference in the mean evaluation ratings across 
buildings was relatively small. (See Appendix R.) However, 
the building with the highest mean rating, junior high 2, 
had a  mean y e a r s  of  e x p e r i e n c e  g r e a t e r  t h a n  one  b u i l d i n g  and 
less t h a n  t h e  o t h e r .  The b u i l d i n g  w i t h  t h e  l e a s t  mean y e a r s  
of e x p e r i e n c e ,  j u n i o r  h i g h  1, had a mean e v a l u a t i o n  r a t i n g  
s l i g h t l y  h i g h e r  t h a n  t h e  b u i l d i n g  w i t h  t h e  most  y e a r s  o f  
e x p e r i e n c e ,  t h e  h i g h  s c h o o l .  C o n t r a r y  t o  what  migh t  be 
e x p e c t e d ,  t h e n ,  it d o e s  n o t  a p p e a r  t h a t  e v a l u a t i o n  r a t i n g s  
a r e  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  y e a r s  of e x p e r i e n c e  when t h e  d a t a  a r e  
v iewed by b u i l d i n g .  
A l though  t h e r e  was l i t t l e  v a r i a b i l i t y  among t h e  mean 
e v a l u a t i o n  r a t i n g s  among t h e  t h r e e  b u i l d i n g s ,  it d o e s  n o t  
a p p e a r  t h a t  a  h i g h e r  mean e v a l u a t i o n  r a t i n g  i s  a s s o c i a t e d  
w i t h  a  h i g h e r  l e v e l  o f  f o r m a l  e d u c a t i o n  when t h e  d a t a  a r e  
g r o u p e d  b y  b u i l d i n g .  
V a r i a b l e :  E v a l u a t o r  
The p o p u l a t i o n  o f  7 9  t e a c h e r s  was e v a l u a t e d  b y  a t o t a l  
o f  s e v e n  e v a l u a t o r s ,  a l l  o f  whom were  m a l e  b u i l d i n g  o r  
a s s i s t a n t  b u i l d i n g  p r i n c i p a l s .  ( S e e  Appendix S . )  Four  
e v a l u a t o r s  w e r e  f rom t h e  h i g h  s c h o o l ,  i n c l u d i n g  a  p r i n c i p a l  
and  t h r e e  a s s i s t a n t  p r i n c i p a l s .  The two e v a l u a t o r s  f rom 
j u n i o r  h i g h  1 were  s u c c e s s i v e  p r i n c i p a l s .  The o n e  e v a l u a t o r  
f rom j u n i o r  h i g h  2 was t h e  p r i n c i p a l .  
The h i g h e s t  mean e v a l u a t i o n  r a t i n g  by a n  e v a l u a t o r  was 
9 0 . 2  b y  e v a l u a t o r  1 a t  t h e  h i g h  s c h o o l .  The l o w e s t  mean 
e v a l u a t i o n  r a t i n g  w a s  8 3 . 6  by e v a l u a t o r  5 a t  j u n i o r  h i g h  1. 
The number o f  t e a c h e r s  e v a l u a t e d  r a n g e d  from a h i g h  o f  2 4  by 
evaluator 2 at the high school to a low of 5 teachers by 
evaluator 5 at junior high 1. 
An analysis of variance comparing the mean evaluation 
ratings by evaluators showed an F value of 2.27 and a 
significance level of .046. The differences in mean 
evaluation ratings may be explained by the number of 
teachers evaluated. 
A post hoc comparison was conducted to further 
investigate the relationship between differences in mean 
evaluation ratings by evaluator. Using the high and low 
mean evaluation ratings (90.2 by evaluator 1 and 83.6 by 
evaluator 5), the Scheffe post hoc test showed an F value of 
2.99 which failed to meet the critical value of 13. It does 
not appear that differences in evaluation ratings can be 
explained by differences in evaluators. 
If evaluation ratings are associated with experience, 
one would expect to find that the groups by evaluator with 
the highest and lowest mean total evaluation ratings would 
have the most and least years of experience. Evaluator 
Group 1 had the highest mean total evaluation ratings as 
well as the second-highest mean experience, 15.6 years. 
However, the lowest evaluator group, Evaluator Group 5 ,  had 
the third-highest years of experience. The evaluator group 
with the lowest mean experience, Evaluator Group 6, had the 
second-highest mean total evaluation rating. It does not 
appear a relationship exists between total evaluation 
ratings and experience when ratings are grouped by 
evaluator. 
If evaluation ratings are related to formal education, 
one would expect to find that the evaluator groups with the 
highest mean total evaluation ratings would have the highest 
mean formal education levels. Most groups' mean formal 
education was near the population mean (1.49). However, 
Evaluator Group 1 had notably higher mean formal education 
(1.78) as well as the highest mean total evaluation rating, 
90.2. The two evaluator groups with the least amount of 
formal education were Evaluator Groups 3 and 6. Evaluator 
Group 3 had mean total evaluation ratings very close to the 
population mean (87.2 compared to 87.33, and Evaluator Group 
6 had the second-highest mean total evaluation rating, 89.7. 
It does not appear that the extent of teachers' formal 
education corresponds with their mean total evaluation 
ratings when teacher total evaluation ratings are grouped by 
evaluator. (See Appendix T for the rankings by evaluation 
ratings, experience, and formal education.) A consistent 
pattern of a high rank in teachers' ratings and teachers' 
experience or formal education is not apparent. 
Descriptive Data: Groupinq by Other Variables 
Hiqh-performance and Low-performance Groups 
Variable: Gender Amonq Hiqh- and Low-Performance Groups 
If evaluation ratings are associated with experience, 
one would expect to find that high-performance teachers, 
both males and females, would have notably more experience 
than low-performance teachers. Among males, this was not 
true. High-performance males had less experience than 
low-performance males. (See Appendix U.) Females in the 
high-performance group, however, did have more experience 
than females in the low-performance group. Among the four 
groups, the low-performance males had the most experience, 
and the low-performance females had the least experience. 
It does not appear, therefore, that evaluation ratings are 
associated with experience among males. A relationship 
between total evaluation ratings and experience may be 
indicated among females. 
If formal education is associated with evaluation 
ratings, one would expect to find a higher mean for 
education among males and females in the high group compared 
to males and females in the low group. Males in the high 
group, however, had less formal education than males in the 
low group, 1-55 compared to 1.67 respectively. Females in 
the high group, though, did have more education than females 
in the low group, 1.91 compared to 1.22, respectively. 
Therefore, a relationship may exist between total evaluation 
ratings and formal education among females although such a 
relationship is not apparent among males. 
Variable: Subject Tauqht 
Several instances were apparent in which high- 
performance group teachers had more experience than low- 
performance group teachers. Language arts and math teachers 
in the high-performance groups had more experience than 
their counterparts in the low-performance groups. The high 
science group showed an opposite pattern. High-performance 
group science teachers had low experience (7.0 years) while 
low-performance group science teachers had high experience 
(18.4 years). 
If formal education is associated with evaluation 
ratings, one would expect to find a higher mean for 
education among high-performance group teachers than among 
low-performance group teachers when separated by subject 
taught. This was the case for three of the four subject 
areas: language arts (2.00 and 1 . 3 8 ) ,  math (1.60 and 1.29), 
social studies (1.71 and 1.50). A different pattern was 
evident among science teachers. High-performance group 
science teachers had a mean education of 1.67 compared to 
low-performance group science teachers who had a mean 
education of 2.00. (See Appendix V.) ~ l l  five 
low-performance group science teachers had at least a 
Master's degree while four of the six high-performance group 
science teachers had a Master's degree. 
Variable: Buildinq 
If experience is associated with evaluation ratings, 
one would expect to find that high-performance group 
teachers have substantially more experience than 
low-performance group teachers within the same building. 
(See Appendix W.) No obvious pattern between evaluation 
ratings and experience was apparent using the six groups. 
Group sizes varied, however, from 2 to 18. 
If evaluation ratings are associated with formal 
education, one would expect to find that high-performance 
group teachers have substantially more formal education than 
low-performance group teachers within the same building. In 
each of the three buildings, the high-performance group had 
more formal education than the low-performance group. 
Variable: Evaluator 
Data showing the evaluation ratings, experience, and 
formal education of high-performance and low-performance 
groups by evaluator were reviewed. Due to the small size of 
the groups, the data are not included. (See Appendix X, 
Number of Cases and Mean Ratings by Evaluator: High- and 
Low-performance Groups.) 
Summary of Chapter 4 
An item analysis was conducted to determine which items 
discriminated between the high- and low-performance groups. 
The item analysis showed that nearly all of the items on the 
evaluation instrument met desirable levels of difficulty and 
discrimination (Hopkins et al., 1990). 
Only a weak relationship was found between teacher 
evaluation ratings and experience. A similarly weak 
relationship was found between teacher evaluation ratings 
and formal education. Contingency coefficients revealed 
only weak relationships between section evaluation ratings 
and teachers' experience and formal education. The 
strongest relationship between section ratings and teacher 
experience was in Organized, Structured Class Management, 
Section 2, of the evaluation instrument. The C of - 3 1  shows 
a moderate relationship. Table 13 summarizes the 
relationship between section ratings and teacher experience. 
Table 13 
Relationship between Section Evaluation Ratinqs and 
Experience 
Relationship Between 
Contingency Upper Section Ratings & 
Section Coefficient Limit Experience 
Weak 
Moderate 
Weak 
Weak 
Weak 
Table 1 4  summarizes the relationship between section 
evaluation ratings and formal education. 
Table 14 
Relationship between Section Evaluation Ratinqs and Formal 
Education 
Relationship Between 
Contingency Upper Section Ratings & 
Section Coefficient Limit Experience 
Weak 
Weak 
Weak 
Weak 
Weak 
Chapter 4 concludes with descriptive data for both the 
population and the high- and low-performance groups. 
Chapter 5 contains an overview of the study, including its 
purpose, procedures, results, and conclusions. Suggestions 
for further study are included. 
Chapter 5 
SUlfMARY, CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION, 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Sumarv of the Studv 
The purpose of Chapter 5 is to summarize the study and 
to interpret the findings presented in Chapter 4. This 
study is one response to the many calls for school reform. 
A frequent recommendation in the school reform movement is 
that teachers' performance be linked to their salaries. 
Presently, teachers' experience and formal education are the 
criteria used to determine salaries in the teaching 
profession . 
The purpose of the study was to determine if teachers' 
performance is related to their experience and formal 
education. An item analysis of the 25 criteria on the 
evaluation instrument was conducted and revealed that nearly 
all items could discriminate at appropriate difficulty 
levels. Contingency coefficients were obtained which 
revealed only weak relationships between teachers' 
evaluation ratings and their experience and formal education 
when grouped by high- and low-performance. Contingency 
coefficients were also obtained to determine the 
relationships between each section's ratings and teachers' 
experience and formal education. Only a weak relationship 
was found between section evaluation ratings and teachers' 
experience and formal education. A moderate relationship 
was indicated between section evaluation ratings in Section 
2 and teachers' experience. Section 2 includes teacher 
behaviors in organizing and structuring class management. 
The weak-to-moderate contingency coefficients are 
consistent with the reported results in the literature. 
Researchers (Bastress, 1980; Borich, 1977; Epstein, 1985; 
Hoogeveen & Gutkin, 1986; Micceri, 1984) reported no 
relationship between years of teaching experience and 
evaluation ratings. Borich (1977) reported that experience 
variables have been "almost worthless in predicting teacher 
performance" but questioned "if the variables were measured 
too grossly to yield significant findings" (p. 14). This 
study attempted to measure more specifically the variable of 
teacher performance by limiting the subjects to secondary 
level teachers in four subject areas and by using section 
ratings in addition to the total ratings. 
The weak contingency coefficients showing the 
relationship between evaluation ratings and formal education 
are consistent with the literature. Researchers (Bastress, 
1980; Epstein, 1985; Micceri, 1984) found no relationship 
between evaluation ratings and formal education. 
Concfusions 
Results of this study show that: (a) there is no 
relationship between teachers' evaluation ratings and their 
experience; (b) there is no relationship between teachers1 
evaluation ratings and their formal education; (c) there is 
no relationship between section evaluation ratings and 
experience with the exception that a moderate relationship 
w a s  indicated between Section 2, Organized, Structured Class 
Management and teachers' experience; (d) there is no 
relationship between section evaluation ratings and formal 
education. 
When teachers were separated into high- and low- 
performance groups, the two middle experience categories (7 
to 14 years and 1 5  to 18 years) had more teachers in the 
high-performance group than in the low-performance group. 
(See Table 1.) Teachers in the lowest and highest 
experience categories (less than 7 years of experience and 
more than 18 years of experience) were more likely to be in 
the low-performance group than in the high-performance 
group. Among the 11 teachers with less than 7 years of 
experience, 6 teachers were in the low-performance group and 
5 teachers were in the high-performance group. Of the 12 
teachers with 19 and more years of experience, 8 were in the 
low-performance group and 4 were in the high-performance 
group. The teachers in the highest category of years of 
experience were more likely to be in the low-performance 
group than teachers in any of the other three experience 
categories. A question for future study is if experience is 
positively associated with evaluation ratings in the middle- 
experience years while negatively associated in the lower 
and higher years of experience; in other words, if a 
non-linear relationship exists. 
Among the 28 teachers with Master's degrees, 16 fell 
into the high-performance group while 12 fell into the 
low-performance group. (See Table 2 . )  Among the 18 
teachers with less than a Master's degree, only 6 fell into 
the high-performance group while 12 fell into the 
low-performance group. Among the 22 teachers in the 
high-performance group, 16 (73%) had Master's degrees while 
among the 24 teachers in the low-performance group, only 12 
(50%) had Master's degrees. Although the contingency 
coefficient was not high enough to support an association 
between evaluation ratings and formal education, it does 
appear that high-performance teachers are more likely to 
have a Master's degree than not. It appears that 
low-performance teachers are equally as likely to have a 
Master's degree as not to have One. 
The low-performance science group is worth noting in 
its contrast to other subject-taught groups and to the 
high-performanCe science group. The low-performance science 
group had more formal education (2.0) than any other group, 
with the exception of the language arts teachers with whom 
they tied. I n  addition, the low-performance science group 
had the highest mean years of experience (18.4 years) among 
all 8 groups and were notably higher than the high- 
performance science group in experience (18.4 years compared 
to 7.0 years). The high years of experience and high 
education of the low-performance science group contributed 
to the lack of a relationship between teachers' evaluation 
ratings and experience and formal education. 
Although not directly related to the hypotheses of this 
study, mean evaluation ratings of the population of 79 
teachers yielded findings of interest. Micceri (1984) noted 
a trend "although statistically non-significant and of small 
magnitude" (p. 24) in a steady drop in mean evaluation 
scores as experience increased. Although the mean ratings 
in this study which used different years of experience 
groups did not show a steady drop, the lowest mean ratings 
were found in the group with the most years of experience, 
19 years and over. (See Table 1 5 . )  
Table 15 
Mean Evaluation Ratinqs by Experience Group: Population 
Experience 
No. 
Cases 
  valuation 
Ratings 
Less than 7 years 
Mean 
S.D. 
Range 
7 t o  14 years 
Mean 
S.D. 
Range 
15 t o  18 years 
Mean 
S.D. 
Range 
19 years and more 
Mean 
S.D. 
Range 
Population 
Mean 
S . D .  
Range 
Among the population of 79 teachers, 40 teachers had 
less than a Master's degree and 39 had a Master's degree or 
more as recognized by the school district. The mean rating 
for the teachers with less than a Master's degree was 
somewhat lower than the mean rating for the teachers with a 
Master's degree or more. (See Table 16.) 
Table 16 
Comparison of Total Evaluation Ratinqs by Formal Education: 
Population 
Formal 
Education 
No. 
Cases 
Evaluation 
Ratings 
Less than Master's degree 
Mean 
S . D .  
Range 
Master's degree or more 
Mean 
S.D. 
Range 
Population 
Mean 
S . D .  
Range 
Overall, the data show that a relationship exists 
neither between evaluation ratings and teachers' experience 
nor between evaluation ratings and formal education. 
Therefore, the reward system using experience and formal 
education as the criteria to determine teacher salaries is 
inconsistent with rewarding teachers based on their 
performance. 
Recommendations 
The results of this study can be used in making policy 
decisions about restructuring the teaching profession. 
Although the present reward system was instituted to improve 
the profession and to provide an incentive for professional 
development, it fails to reward performance. The strengths 
and weaknesses of the present reward system need to be 
assessed. Alternative reward systems need to be sought that 
will encourage and enable the teaching profession to develop 
the most capable professional staff possible. 
Several avenues for future research appear especially 
noteworthy. First, are the highest-experience teachers 
those with relatively low evaluation ratings? If so, what 
changes can be made in their role, salary structure, or 
place in the organization so that the high-experience 
teachers can perform more effectively? 
F u r t h e r  r e s e a r c h  c o u l d  b e t t e r  e v a l u a t e  t h e  v a l u e  o f  
t e a c h i n g  e x p e r i e n c e  by  u s i n g  b o t h  y e a r s  o f  t e a c h i n g  
e x p e r i e n c e  r e c o g n i z e d  b y  t h e  d i s t r i c t  and  a c t u a l  y e a r s  o f  
t e a c h i n g  e x p e r i e n c e .  Al though B a s t r e s s  ( 1 9 8 0 )  u sed  b o t h  
r e c o g n i z e d  y e a r s  o f  t e a c h i n g  e x p e r i e n c e  a n d  a c t u a l  y e a r s  o f  
t e a c h i n g  e x p e r i e n c e ,  h i s  s t u d y  was l i m i t e d  t o  s t u d e n t  
e v a l u a t i o n s  o f  s e c o n d a r y  E n g l i s h  t e a c h e r s .  
F u r t h e r  r e s e a r c h  c o u l d  b e t t e r  e v a l u a t e  t h e  value o f  
f o r m a l  e d u c a t i o n  b y  e s t a b l i s h i n g  c r i t e r i a  t o  more c l e a r l y  
d e f i n e  M a s t e r ' s  d e g r e e s ,  a s  w e l l  as  g r a d u a t e  h o u r s ,  t o  make 
v a l i d  compar i sons .  
F u r t h e r  r e s e a r c h  c o u l d  i n c l u d e  t h e  t e a c h e r "  a g e  as  
a n o t h e r  v a r i a b l e .  A g e  may p l a y  a  more i m p o r t a n t  r o l e  t h a n  
was a p p a r e n t  i n  t h i s  s t u d y .  F o l l o w i n g  t e a c h e r s  t h r o u g h  
t h e i r  t e a c h i n g  careers w i t h i n  one  d i s t r i c t  would p r o v i d e  a  
d e v e l o p m e n t a l  p i c t u r e  of t e a c h i n g  s k i l l s  i n  r e l a t i o n  t o  
y e a r s  of e x p e r i e n c e  a n d  formal  e d u c a t i o n ,  a s  w e l l  a s  o t h e r  
s t a f f  deve lopment  t r a i n i n g .  
C o n t i n u i n g  t o  c o n d u c t  s i m i l a r  s t u d i e s  w i t h  v a r i o u s  
e v a l u a t i o n  i n s t r u m e n t s ,  g r a d e  l e v e l s ,  a n d  a  v a r i e t y  o f  
r e s e a r c h  d e s i g n s  w i l l  p r o v i d e  a  more c o m p l e t e  and v a l u a b l e  
p i c t u r e  a b o u t  t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  be tween  t e a c h i n g  p e r f o r m a n c e  
a n d  e x p e r i e n c e  and  f o r m a l  e d u c a t i o n .  
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Appendix A 
PREMISES FOR 243 EVALUATION SYSTEM FOR TEACHERS 
1 -  A school community has the right to expect that the 
school board, administrators, and the faculty of their 
district will conduct a valid and continuous evaluation 
of the service of all district employees. 
2. The essential purpose of evaluation is to improve 
performance by identifying an educator's strengths and 
weaknesses and to provide guides to develop a course of 
action to improve upon deficiencies by 
a. singling out and strengthening the outstanding areas 
of teacher performance 
b. locating the deficiencies in the areas of teacher 
performance and designing methods by which to 
correct these deficiencies 
3. The professional educator desires improvement of his 
performance. 
4. It is possible to differentiate levels of 
performance. 
5. All evaluations of the educator's activities should 
be conducted openly and with the educator's full 
knowledge and awareness. 
6. There is no single "model" educator that results in 
effective learning; we respect the uniqueness of 
each individual within the framework of the school. 
7. Multiple sources of evaluation observation increase 
the validity of an evaluation report. 
8. An evaluation system is an excellent basis for 
providing the best available information for 
decisions regarding retention and dismissal of 
personnel and providing information to be used as a 
basis for salary increases (movement on a salary 
schedule). 
From: A Report on the Development of a Performance 
Evaluation System, June 1974, pp. 12-13. 
Appendix B 
CRITERIA AND PHILOSOPHIC PREMISES 
The evaluation committee developed performance 
evaluation premises to serve as guidelines for the 
evaluation process for teachers, media specialists, and 
counselors. Subsequent committees have revised and refined 
and criteria. 
Teachers 
The role of the teacher is to facilitate all aspects of 
the student' growth and to help him/her reach his/her 
maximum potential. To this aim, the teacher job premises 
for this district are: 
I. The teacher assesses the needs of students as 
individuals and as a group. 
2. The teacher plans a program that meets the 
individual and group needs, interests, and 
abilities. 
3. The teacher creates a classroom environment that is 
conducive to learning and appropriate to the 
maturity and interest of students. 
4. The teacher guides the learning process toward the 
achievement of curriculum goals by establishing 
clear objectives and communicating these objectives 
to students. 
5 *  The teacher employs a variety of instructional 
techniques and media to meet the studentsr needs. 
6 The teacher evaluates pupils in terms of their 
academic, social, and emotional growth. 
7 .  The teacher diagnoses the needs of, and provides 
instructional programs for, exceptional students 
and seeks the assistance of specialists as needed. 
8. The teacher communicates effectively with 
colleagues, students, and parents. 
9. The teacher assists in upholding the enforcing 
school rules, administrative regulations, and board 
policy. 
10. The teacher promotes the development of student 
self-discipline and responsibility. 
11. The teacher plans and supervises purposeful 
assignments for auxiliary personnel, e.g., aides, 
associates, and volunteers. 
1 2 .  The teacher engages in appropriate studies and 
activities to improve professional competence. 
13. The teacher contributes to the solution of 
educational problems, e.g., by serving on 
professional commissions. 
1 4 .  The teacher carries out routine duties promptly and 
accurately. 
15. The teacher assumes duties and responsibilities as 
may be assigned. 
16. The teacher assists in selecting and updating 
books, equipment, and other instructional 
materials. 
17. The teacher establishes and maintains cooperative 
relations with the community. 
From: A Report on the Development of a Performance 
Evaluation System, June, 1974, pp. A-12. 
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PO511 I V t  INTERPERSOHAL RELA1 IONS 
CRITERIA LEVELS OF PERFDRHANCE 
The k e ~ c h e r  . . . I 
16. Dsmonstretcs s s n s l t l v l t y  
~n r e l s t ~ n g  Lo e tud ro te .  Not7%iCirvsd The t s a G i m  un- Tho t a m l h s r l n t a r -  I n  ddi- to r s s t l n g  the 
r e e ~ o n a i v a  t o  t ho  m l t t s n t l v  ahowe standard. the temchet 
17. Promotes p o s i t ~ v e  s e l f -  
conccot.  
mada  o r  a tudsnta .  s e n s I t ~ r I t y  I n  con- 
n u n l c a t l n q  r l t h  
s tudents .  
! a .  Promotee s e l f - d ~ s c l p l ~ n e  
end r e u p o n s ~ b l l l t y .  
r o l s t r n g  t o  s tudants .  w l l l ~ n ~ l y  prov ides s x t t a  I t l n e  f o r  i n d l v i d u s l s .  
- - - 
Not Observad I h s  tseeher dlsausdsa The tsacher  I n t e r -  
a tudsnta  f r m  ba ing  m i t t e n t l y  p r o v ~ d a e  
r sspons lb la  m d  s e l f -  o p p a r t u n l t i s s  l o r  s tu -  
d i a c i p l l w d  through dents  t o  dsvalop 
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dspsndeney . 
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Q n t s ;  does n o t  
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for  a tudonts .  
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s tudents  t o  sch ie re  
rscogn l  t l o n  f o r  conatruc- 
t i r e  b c h r v ~ o r  . 
I n  m d d ~ t i o n t o  m a t l n q  t hs  
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sncourepss s tudents  t o  
d u m n p t r a t s  t a q m n a l b l a  
bahevrora I n  s  wide vmr le ty  
of w t t l n p e ;  I.s., thrauph 
I n d e w n d m t  mtudy. en r i ch -  
-nt a c t i v l t i s s  m d  group 
laadersh lp  r o l s s .  
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sh lps  w i t h  r s l l o w  teachere. coopo r r t t ve  r l t h  m i t t e n t l y  coopsratsa 
o the r  teachers, w l t h  o the r  tsachere. 
The t s schs rhms  s  pod  
m r k ~ n g  r e l s t l o n a h l p  
w t h  l h e  sdmln la t ra-  
t l o n .  
I n  a d d l f i w r t o  m s t l n q  ths  
standard. t he  teschsr  r o r k a  
c u n s ~ e t k n t l y  w i t h  t b  
edmin ia t rmt lon t o  improve 
t he  cducat lona l  p r o g r m .  
Tho taachDrcooperatsa 
by p a r t l c i p s t l n g ,  
c o n t r i b u t l n q ,  end 
ehnrlnq. 
I n  a d d l G t o  m e t l n q  the 
standard, the taaEtar  taksa 
the I sad  i n  s n c o u r q i n q  
m o ~ w r a t i o n  vwrnq teachera. 
IEACHER PtRf OHHANCE tVALUA1 ION INST HUKNI 
( L E V E L S  W PCRFORHANCE) 
POSIllVC LNTCRPCRSOHAL RELATIONS ( c 0 n t . j  
Cooparnkoa and mnln ta lns  
an c f l a c t l r s  r a l a t i o n s h l p  ~ o t L I b l s r v e d  The t e a c h a r a v o l d e  Tha t a e c h s r l n t a r -  
wxth parante .  i n t a r s e t l o n s  w ~ t h  m l t t s n t l y  coopers tee 
psrente .  tmd l n t a r s c t e  w l t h  
pnrants .  
The t  e n c h s r c o o p s r a t e ~  
and c f f e c t ~ v a l y  i n t e r -  
ac t6  r l t h  parents  i n  
~mplement lng the 
c h ~ l d ' s  educational 
proqrsm. 
I n  a d d l f i o n t o  w s t i n g  tha 
e tandsrd ,  the teechsr seeks 
pa ren t  p a r t i c i p a t i o n  I n  the 
c h i l d ' s  sducat ion.  
PROFESSLONAC JW R E S P W S ~ ~ ~ L ~ T L C S  
CRlfERlA LEVELS [r PERFORMANCE 
I 1 
The teacher . . . I ST AWARD I 
2 2  Shows pro faaa lona l  g ro - l h .  
N o t s r v e d  The t e s ~ s h a v s  no &an d i x d ,  t he  
i n t a r e a t  I n  pro fes-  teacher n t t cnde  p ro -  
s i o n a l  growth ecL1- f e s s ~ o n e l  q ro - t h  
v l t l e a .  s c t l v l t l a e .  
2 1 .  Dononatrates s r ~ d s n c e  o r  
profsse:onsl e n t h l ~ e  through Not-rvsd The teacha ropen l y  The t s a c h a r l n t a r -  
support of  school r o p u l e t ~ o n e  refusee t o  corrply m i t t a n t l y  cooparetee 
snd po l  l c i e a .  w i t h  schoo l  r e g u l l -  I n  auppo r t l nq  school 
l i o n s  and p o l l c i a a .  r egu la t  Ions and 
p o l i c l e e .  
2 4 .  Assums :espons~b l l  ~ L l e s  
c u t s ~ d e  the claesroom ns 
they r e l a t e  t o  echool.  
2 5 .  Dmonat re tes  w ~ l l ~ n q n c a a  
to  k e e p  cur r ieukun end 
~ n s t t u c l i o ~ r s l  p rac t l coe  
cu r ren t .  
- 
The teacher w p p o r t a  
school r epu l s t  lone 
snd p o l l c ~ c s .  
- 
The tencher saekr out 
end r o l u n t e r i l y  p s r t l -  
c l pn tos  ~n  r - levant  
qro-Lh e c t l v l t ~ e s .  
In a d d l f i o n t o  l s s t l n g  Lha 
s tandard,  the taachsr s t a y s  
in formed and/or par -  
t i c i p a t a s  rn  developrent 
and rev iew o f  echool r a y -  
1s t  lone and p o l i c i s s .  
Ln a d d l n o n t o  hse t l nq  ths  
otandard. I h s  teacher 
shares Information wr th  
o the r  s t a f f  ~smbora  l n  rn- 
pard  t o  p ro f ssa iona l  q r o r t h  
e c t l v l t i a s .  
- - - 
Not Obeetved Tho taachor te fusas The teacher gets  i n -  
t o  ga t  i nvo l ved  i n  vo lvsd I n  out -o f -c lasa 
out -o f -c lese reapon- r e s p o n e i b i l t i e s  on ly  
s ~ b i l l t i e s .  k e n  d i rec ted .  
I n  a d d i w t o  m e t i n g  the 
standard, the tamchor pa r -  
t l c l p a t a s  i n  eur r lcu lum 
re r i a - ,  dsvslopsent wnd 
Impravemsnt of I na t ruc -  
t l o n n l  p r a c t l c s s .  
I 
- 
The teechsr assunma 
r e s p o n s ~ b i l i t y  f o r  t he  
e c t i v r t l e s  necessary 
Tor the smooth opera- 
tkon of the school. 
~ o t s r v a d  The teecha ruses  cu r -  The t a n c h a r l a  r a l u c -  
r i c u l u m  mnd/or I n -  tmnt t o  eccapt new 
o t r u c t l o n a l  p rac t l caa  m t s r i e l s  snd/or 
t h a t  ara outdated. p r a c t l c s e .  
l n  a d d i G t o  m a t i n g  the 
s tandard,  t h o  teacher aseke 
m d  assums  " a x t t s "  respon- 
e l b i l l t i e s .  
f h t  t sachc rusca  
cv r ren t  w l a r l s l s  
and ~ n a t r u c t i o n m l  
p r e c t r c c ~ .  
T e a c h e r  # 
Year e v a l u a t e d  
E d u c a t i o n  
E x p e r i e n c e  
T e a c h e r  gender  
S u b j e c t  t a u g h t  
B u i l d i n g  
E v a l u a t o r  
E v a l u a t o r  gender  
Ratings- 
Appendix E 
CODES USED IN DATA COLLECTION 
randomly a s s i g n e d  by u n i n t e r e s t e d  i n t e r m e d i a r y  
l e s s  t h a n  a M a s t e r ' s  d e g r e e  
Mas te r ' s  degree  o r  more 
number of y e a r s  of e x p e r i e n c e  r e c o g n i z e d  by t h e  
d i s t r i c t  
ma1 e 
fema 1 e 
1 l anguage  a r t s  
2 math 
3 social s t u d i e s  
4 s c i e n c e  
h i g h  s c h o o l  
j u n i o r  h i g h  I 
j u n i o r  h i g h  2 
1 high  school  
2 h i g h  s c h o o l  
3 h i g h  s c h o o l  
4 h i g h  s c h o o l  
5 j u n i o r  h i g h  I 
6 j u n i o r  h i g h  1 
7 j u n i o r  h i g h  2 
1 male ( n o  e v a l u a t o r s  were  f e m a l e )  
4 e x c e e d s  district standards 
3 mee t s  d i s t r i c t  s t a n d a r d s  
2 needs improvement 
1 u n s a t i s f a c t o r y  
0 n o t  obse rved  
Appendix F 
TOTAL EVALUATION RATINGS BY FREQUENCY AND 
PERCENTAGE: POPULATION 
Total 
Evaluation 
Ratings Frequency 
% of 
Population 
Total 7 9 1 0 0 . 0  
Appendix G 
MEAN EVALUATION RATINGS BY YEAR EVALUATED: 
POPULATION 
Mean 
Number of 8 Total Evaluation 
Year Evaluations Evaluations Ratings 
Population 7 9 100% 8 7 . 3  
F = 1.71, not significant at .05 level. 
Appendix H 
MEAN EVALUATION RATINGS, EXPERIENCE AND FORMAL 
EDUCATION: POPULATION 
Total 
# Cases 
Evaluation Years of Formal 
Ratings Experience Education 
Mean 
Standard Deviation 
Range 1 . 0 - 2 . 0  
Appendix I 
P VALUES AND DISCRIMINATION VALUES BY ITEM 
BASED ON "'EXCEEDS" RATINGS 
Percen t  "Exceeds " r a t i n q s  
I tern High Low 
Number Group Group p value  D-value 
Appendix J 
FREQUENCY OF EVALUATION RATINGS: 
HIGH-PERFORMANCE GROUP 
Total 
Evaluation 
Rating 
% Total 
High-Performance 
Frequency Group 
Total 2 2 100.0 
Appendix K 
FREQUENCY OF EVALUATION RATINGS: 
LOW-PERF0 CE GROUP 
Total 
Evaluation 
Rating 
% Total 
High-Performance 
Frequency Group 
Total 2 4  9 9 . 9 *  
* Total is less than 100.0% due to rounding. 
Appendix L 
MEAN EVALUATION RATINGS BY YEAR EVALUATED: 
H I G H -  AND LOW-PERFORMANCE GROUPS 
Tota l  Eva lua t ions  by Group 
Mean Eva lua t ion  
% of Group R a t i n g  
Year High Low High Low High Low 
Evaluated Group Group Group Group Group Group 
T o t a l  2 2  2 4  1 0 0 %  1 0 0 %  9 5 . 7  8 0 . 0  
Appendix M 
MEAN EVALUATION RATINGS, EXPERIENCE A N D  FORMAL EDUCATION: 
HIGH- AND LOW-PERFORMANCE GROUPS 
High Group - 22 Low Group - 24 Populat ion  - 79 
T o t a l  Years Formal T o t a l  Years Formal T o t a l  Years Formal 
Eval.  Experi- Educa- Eva1 . Experi- Educa- Eval . Experi-  Educa- 
Rat ings  ence t i o n  Ratings ence t i o n  Ratings ence  c ion  
S.D. 2 .1  7.2 .46 2.9 6 . 9  - 5 1  6.5 7.4 .50 
Range 9 3 - 1 0 0  1-25 1.0-2.0 7 3 - 8 3  2 - 2 3  1.0-2.0 73-100 0-30 1 . 0 - 2 . 0  
Appendix N 
EVALUATION SCORES BY S E C T I O N :  POPULATION 
Population 
No. Maximum N o .  Range of Median 
Sect i on  Items Score Teachers Scores Score  
Appendix 0 
EVALUATION SCORES BY SECTION:  HIGH- AND 
LOW-PERFORMPlf\CE GROUPS 
H i g h - P e r f o r m a n c e  Low-Performance 
G r o u p  Group 
N o .  Maximum N o .  Range o f  N o .  Range o f  
S e c t i o n  I t e m s  Score T e a c h e r s  Scores T e a c h e r s  Scores 
Appendix P 
MEAN EVALUATION RATINGS, EXPERIENCE, AND 
FORMAL EDUCATION BY TEACHER GENDER 
Evaluation Formal 
Gender No. Cases Ratings Experience Education 
Male 41 
Mean 8 5 . 5  1 4 . 5  1 . 5 6  
Standard Dev. 6 .9  7 . 7  .50 
Range 73 -100  0 - 3 0  1-2 
Female 38 
Mean 8 8 . 2  9.7 1 . 4 2  
Standard Dev. 6 . 0  6.3 . 5 0  
Range 75 -99  1 -25  1 -2  
Population 79  
Mean 8 7 . 3  1 2 . 2  1 . 4 9  
Standard Dev . 6.5 7 . 4  . 5 0  
7 3 - 1 0 0  0 -30  1 - 2  Range 
Appendix Q 
MEAN EVALUATION RATINGS, EXPERIENCE, AND 
FOl3MAL EDUCATION BY SUBJECT TAUGHT 
E v a l u a t i o n  Formal  
S u b j e c t  No. Cases  R a t i n g s  E x p e r i e n c e  E d u c a t i o n  
Language A r t s  2 1 
Mean 8 5 . 7  1 2 . 3  1 . 3 8  
S t a n d a r d  Dev . 6 . 8  7 . 0  . 5 0  
Range 75-98  2-25  1 - 2  
Math 
Mean 
S t a n d a r d  Dev. 
Range 
S o c i a l  S t u d i e s  2 0  
Mean 8 8 . 4  1 4 . 4  1 . 6 0  
S t a n d a r d  D e v .  6 . 9  8 . 2  . 5 0  
Range 7 3 - 1 0 0  1 - 3 0  1 - 2  
S c i e n c e  18 
Mean 8 8 . 5  11.1 1 . 5 6  
S t a n d a r d  Dev . 7 . 2  7 . 8  . 5 1  
Range 7 3 - 1 0 0  0 - 2 6  1 - 2  
P o p u l a t i o n  
Mean 
S t a n d a r d  Dev. 6 . 5  7 . 4  .SO 
Range 7 3 - 1 0 0  0-30 1 - 2  
Appendix R 
MEAN EVALUATION RATINGS, EXPERIENCE, AND 
FORMAL EDUCATION BY BUILDING 
- -  
_ -___-- 
Evaluation Formal 
Building No. Cases Ratings Experience Education 
High School 49 
Mean 
Standard Dev 
Range 
Junior High 1 
Standard Dev . 
Range 
Junior High 2 
Mean 
Standard Dev 
Range 
Population 
Standard Dev 
Range 
Appendix S 
MEAN EVALUATION RATINGS, EXPERIENCE, AND 
FORMAL EDUCAT ION BY EVALUATOR 
- 
---- 
Teacher 
Evaluat ion Teacher Formal 
Eva lua to r  No.  Cases Ratings Experience Educat ion 
1 9 
Mean 90 2 1 5  6 1 7 8  
Standard  Dev 8 0 8 . 0  44 
Range 
2 
Mean 
Standard  Dev . 
Range 
3 5 
Mean 
Standard  Dev . 
Range 
4  11 
Mean 
Standard  Dev. 
Range 
5 
Mean 
Standard  Dev . 
Range 
6 
Mean 
Standard  Dev. 
1 Range 84-9 7 0-9 1-2 
I 7 19 
Mean 8 9 . 6  1 1 , 9  1 . 4 2  
Standard  Dev. 5 7 7 . 1  5 1 
Range 75-97 2-30 1- 2 
Popu la t ion  7 9 
Mean 87 3 1 2 . 2  1, 49 
Standard  Dev 6 .  5 7 , 4  ' 4 0  
Range 73-100 0-30 
1-2 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _  _ ---- 1 
Appendix T 
RANKING OF EVALUATION RATINGS, EXPERIENCE, 
AND FORMAL EDUCATION BY EVALUATOR 
Rank in 
Rank in Rank in Teachers ' 
Teachers ' Teachers ' Formal 
Evaluator No. Cases Ratings Experience Education 
Population 7 9 5 4 . 5  4 
Appendix U 
MEAN EVALUATION RATINGS, EXPERIENCE, AND FORMAL 
EDUCATION BY GENDER: HIGH- AND 
LOW-PERFORMANCE GROUP 
High Group = 22 Low Group = 2 4  
Formal Formal 
No. Eval. Experi- Educa- Eval. Experi- Educa- 
Gender Cases Ratings ence tion Cases Ratings ence tion 
Hale 
Mean 
S .  D.  
Range 
Female 
Mean 
S.D. 
Range 
Total/Grp 22 2 4 
Me an 95.7 12.5 1.73 80.0 13.5 1.50 
S.D. 2.1 7.2 .46 2.9 6.9 .51 
Range 93-100 1-25 1-2 73-83 2-23 1-2 
Appendix V 
MEAN EVALUATION RATINGS, EXPERIENCE, AND FORMAZ 
EDUCATION BY SUBJECT TAUGHT: HIGH- AND 
L O W - P E R F O W C E  GROUPS 
High Group = 22 Low Group - 24 
Forma 1 Formal 
No. E v a l .  Expe r i -  Educa- E v a l .  Experi- Educa- 
Gender  Cases R a t i n g s  ence t i o n  Cases Ratings e n c e  t i o n  
Lang.  A r t s  4 
Mean 9 6 . 0  
S . D .  2 . 2  
Range 93-98 
Math 5 
Me a n  94.8  
S.D.  . 8  
Range 94-96 
Soc . S t u d i e s  7 
Mean 95.4  
S . D .  2 . 9  
Range 93-100 
S c i e n c e  6 
Mean 96.5  
S . D .  1 . 6  
Range 94-99 
T o t a l / G r p  22 2 4 
Mean 9 5 . 7  1 2 . 5  1 . 7 3  8 0 . 0  1 3 . 5  1 . 5 0  
S.D. 2 . 1  7 . 2  .46  2 . 9  6 . 9  ' 5 1  
93-100 1-25 1 -2  7 3 - 8 3  2-23 1 - 2  Range 
Appendix W 
MEAN EVALUATION RATINGS, EXPERIENCE, AND FORMAL 
EDUCATION BY BUILDING: HIGH- AND 
LOW-PERFORMANCE GROUPS 
High Group = 22 Low Group = 2 4  
Formal Formal 
No. Eval. Experi- Educa- Eval .  Experi- Educa- 
Bldg . Cases Ratings ence tion Cases Rat ings  ence tion 
I 
Mean 
S.D. 
Range 
2  
Mean 
S.D. 
Range 
3  
Mean 
S.D. 
Range 
Tota l lGrp .  2 2  
Mean 95.7 1 2 . 5  1 . 7 3  8 0 . 0  1 3 . 5  1 . 5 0  
S.D. 2 . 1  7 . 2  . 4 6  2 . 9  6 . 9  . 5 1  
Range 93-100  1 - 2 5  1 - 2  7 3 - 8 3  2 - 2 3  1 - 2  
Appendix X 
NUMBER OF CASES AND MEAN RATINGS BY EVALUATOR: 
HIGH- AND LOW-PERFORMANCE GROUPS 
No. Cases Mean R a t i n g s  
High Low High Low 
E v a l u a t o r  B u i l d i n g  G r o u p  Group P o p u l a t i o n  Group Group P o p u r a t i o n  
T o t a l  2 2 2 4 9 5 . 7  8 0 . 0  8 7 . 3  7 9 
